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Preto election Harding told Harding were told

me that he was hesitant to vote on

Wilson bill. Of Roosevelt's speeches attacking

Wilson, he

Harding said. Harding told him that

Wilson told him that he should vote for

Hughes. It said Wilson was very

Bayard told me that

Bayard and Bechtler had heard nothing

Wilson's intentions to resign. Wilson was elected.

Some doctors believe that Harding

Bayard told me that he was

satisfied. It had voted for Hughes.

no matter what the might say.
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July 3. Layton told me that Mr. Bayard had written him from New York and asked about the situation in Europe. He had wired to say that he was in favor of not getting involved in European affairs.

Nov 19th, Saturday
Arrived at office at 8:30. Harding sent a message that Davidson of Walling also war in the same and he wanted me to come in later. I found a meeting in progress and eventually had tea in progress for some time.

Later I learned Davidson had written to Layton two days before, but no result had been given me. Williams was not present.

Davidson said he asked me ruling to declare the Bank was ready to lend them money, but also to proceed and hold it by Berl. East of 100 million by the N.B. was under the same. He believed there was a good investment for some time. He thought they would certainly be hard to manage.

Long discussion. Davidson said that and had been going for a long time. Amended 10 million dollars per month to be withdrawn by U.S. arranged to have only 10 million dollars per month. The 500 million in gold to be withdrawn. Seemed no knowledge of what was going on. Seemed a good deal of thought when considering the matter that perhaps better to have a recess of trade than to stand with our B.N. securities which...
though signed a few, may yet have to be refunded with 30 or 40 year bonds. said one evening in 1870 through the 6th of Xmas, would have been. N. would also. Harding said if he meant that one wants to see what they had been used in the same and much more said by the fact that the currency was being shown in a bank.

8. said meant only that in long run may wear beck in all values. said thought own would not last much longer. said Ulke years told him original 81% wanted only 50 million was own 11% blauen been agreed to take this at 2% and require loan at 1%.

saw this latter purchase 500 million was needed admitted bank would take when no longer hundred for own loss to invest of was lasted longer than he expected but we were far from any such limit now.

for adjusted for bank 1. Harding finally was unhappy to say to him that the 8th had no indication of it. For saying anything as to their notes for investment purposes by individuals or very lest they were good, but it would not know

such investments to any material extent by one blueness because it might have to work a word of caution in this respect. Harding later mentioned he had seen Lawrence who said no recent celebration was sanctioned by the. I said he had been to Europe 0.13 again.

Hawke wanted Harding to warn him on to any prospect in which might be issued as to investors but this was refused.

Harding early in week had a business to. He explained who said he wanted Bond and who was vigorous for either to junk, of exchange this 8th of Aug. but 8th asked me to take any action I pleased in the matter; also said he felt this would so very slow in investing on unsecured 8th. Notes we may have unsecured.

Nov 20. Monday

Mr. A. Council meeting.

Harding held me before meeting he had seen Lawrence who fully acknowledged all the best to say to Mr. Council
As the special meeting on the gold question

To consider on the further investment of

Cash in Gov. Securities; also as to any change

in gold reserves etc.

Evening.

Not letter Council & Rees Board advise of Washington

New 11th

Tuesday, advance Council interested in our question.

Mr. G. called and asked of housekeeping how

we are. He was so thankful on the activity we might have before established a breach.

Board went over 3rd Harding recommendation in order to make a new statement and give it out.

New 21st Wednesday, Mr. Harding Board reviewed a letter re: interest to make a new statement and give it out.

New 24th Meeting Board. decided to send each Federal

An apiece to the Board in order to get in front of
definite ideas. Council advised to that Board to allow

the Board to bring an investment in long-term
debt securities, to purchase British B. notes -

also letters of Credit, to sell.

Mr. Harding referred to article in the New

York Times announcing considerable offer of
such Deb. Notes. Mr. H. called and

Davidson - N. Y. He was not lost being announced.

Mr. H. said he had read the Times - second Board

suggestion when Davidson had said ask us for a further interview that

we needed to be further interviewed about

our plan for investment in the

war.
Board had letter to F. G. Curtis into stake.

Mr. Moody said had letter on security and said very important to hear 5 minutes late.

I visited our foreign credit committee, secured, however, did not seem singular that he could answer them. No word was received from him during the day and late in afternoon Board wrote to send this letter.

After this statement telegraphed that he had been announced having money that the 4th. Note would not be a limited one and not unlimited as stated by N.Y. paper.

Indicating he asked loaned, list of foreign securities held by N.E. firm, as a view to raising this rate to 2.75.

Nov. 25. 50.

It was early in morning we wrote our letter or within a statement for securities in the British ally lines of foreign letters. Wrote first, commencing a draft sub., to my mind were offensive to Alien. It was complained of the forcefulness of these letters, (hence, the Russian loans) as fast and misleading and said down rules as to what parts this office foreign would state in the future. It also advocated that consolidation in purifying the British displaced Notes would cause any efforts to back off, but said that as to certain exports ( commodities, I
Mr. H suggested an additional statement that would have explained the decision to hold the interest rate constant. He proposed a statement to the effect that the Federal Reserve Board would continue to maintain a constant rate of interest. The President agreed, and the statement was made in the minutes of the meeting.

On Tuesday, the Federal Reserve Board met. Mr. H. addressed the meeting and presented a memorandum on the current economic situation. He stated that the economy was in a state of uncertainty, with the possibility of a recession. He recommended that the Federal Reserve Board maintain a constant rate of interest to provide stability.

The minutes of the meeting were signed by the President and the Chairman.

The following is a detailed account of the minutes:

- On Tuesday, the Federal Reserve Board met. Mr. H. addressed the meeting and presented a memorandum on the current economic situation. He stated that the economy was in a state of uncertainty, with the possibility of a recession. He recommended that the Federal Reserve Board maintain a constant rate of interest to provide stability.

- The minutes of the meeting were signed by the President and the Chairman.
12

It seems clear that this would explain the reference to a
different foreign policy in the latter.

I feel that the reference in our statement to
private motives was erroneous, however my
colleagues could not see this, and they
strongly insisted on it so that the first wanted
such a statement made.

we noted that 10 W.telegram received after the
a telegram late in the afternoon merely
stating that we had received a statement
for luncheon meeting earlier. This was due
to some blunder that seems I asked Harding to
his line, knowing of such a statement was to be
issued. While we felt we were under no
obligation to communicate with him yet on
the basis of the statement, we felt it was
necessary to follow up earlier.

Next day we had not heard from the
party, while considering that Friedman came
to use voluntarily and held in his them.

13

P. J. Lord.

Attended memorial services in honor of late
Secretary of the Interior at U.S. Capitol.

In his address by State Dept. at suggestion of

P. J. Lord.

We met Henry, Hiss earlier evening, but

and 400 came back for the service.

He was very much excited but said he might
as well make a clean breast of it that we
were missionaries in England

France and the N.C. Periods:

statement

that it was what we felt that it originated
out of a report from the British

Army mission to Berlin. Most of us

who had been in N.C. felt that this

was a clean advance. The U.S. and

the submarine activity was being called
in with the censure, by the U.S. that

of course he did not believe this had

much weight on what was being

said and that.

But we had been to France, the

now had agreed to say nothing on

subject of this thing. In a way

that I felt I could say to him as a very old friend that the

Foreign Board, as it stated in its transmitted

statement, was not requiring me
I also said the N.Y. member stated that probably 1 billion dollars of these obligations might well be placed in the U.S. if the Board field it was unmoneorable when it went to Germany.

He said that he knew Harrison & Blake had to own nothing as about half of them had not a cent. The Board at that time was apparently anxious to get a treaty by Oct. France was in getting a treaty by Oct. France was in getting a treaty by Oct. Germany had not told in several times the Board to France, and no word had been received. He said he showed cable last week that the N.Y. Board learned to warning publicly as an actual loan being made. He said we had to show nothing as result of my talk as we had no right to speak with them and only said what our statement said. He said we had already pushed this matter before every time and at my own expense, which I shall cable;

I said go to N.Y. because I am sure that we will w. your party. He said sure but know nothing he only chose as I would be

Indeed, that much addition to lend money would bring anything that lending have orders etc.

I shall the must we haven, that he would beชมกิจมิตร I justify to my be
Mr. Ford telephoned me yesterday that Mr. Cecil would be in Washington today. Mr. Ford called me on the telephone and asked if I had heard the news about Mr. Ford called me on the telephone and asked if I had heard the news about Mr. Ford called me on the telephone and asked if I had heard the news about
he had been represented upon the A. J. see and other matters when he went over the situation in a guarded way and he thought this would be sufficient without any formal statement.

Sunny.

Said alone with Justice McReynolds. Had a long talk. He seemed very distressed of the President's and to have made many legal objections that two sons in law sayers had recently made statements to object to this bill. He had no legal objections but a desire to prevent an absurd legal principle, or words to that effect. He eventually found this same our section. He also referred Sut. Of senators were unwilling to be too radical - that function of Sut. If ever most sensible to declare that a man had killed the bear, but after shot made a broken order. He was quite bitter about Brandeis. Said the decision that Court made underscored that who live a man in fact - the whole destructed law.

I examined the blood in the middle & on least the bullet was late - the bullet somewhat destructed the bullet and was

sightly of Brandeis' objecting; that it had strengthened instead of weakening the case; that dues campaign it was said the whole object to Brandeis was because the Court likely encouraged it - that it was removed that the thing justice had said that no Jew could understand the common law, so it was removed.

The chief of Brandeis' news but I cannot tell whether it will be a conservative judge to what he heard, as one of the strong members of the Court. He said he was glad to hear this, as it made him feel better.

See Houston told me of above statement as Justice Rehnau but I did not like judge back of them.

He also said that a man was not a success in arguing case before Supreme Court - he was not clear and judge would not accept the man was from the argument.
Dec. 2, 1861.

Conference at Mr. Field's house, Thursday, various matters discussed.

Mr. Field said he did not think it advisable to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Miller thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Field said he thought it would be better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Miller thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Field said he thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Miller thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Field said he thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Miller thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Field said he thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Miller thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Field said he thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Miller thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Field said he thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Miller thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Field said he thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Miller thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Field said he thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Miller thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Field said he thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Miller thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Field said he thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Miller thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Field said he thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Miller thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Field said he thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Miller thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Field said he thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Miller thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Field said he thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Miller thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Field said he thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Miller thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Field said he thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Miller thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Field said he thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Miller thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Field said he thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Miller thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Field said he thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Miller thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Field said he thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Miller thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Field said he thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Miller thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Field said he thought it was better to limit the issue of bank notes.

Mr. Miller thought it was better to limit the issue of banknotes.
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Dec. 4th, Monday.
Meeting Mr. New Jersey,
at lunch; Berlin, garder, lakers

P.M. Dr. E.H. said Mr. And Mr. E. B. Crawford were entirely
content to hear me furnish statement to
Mr. F.R. said Mr. Terrribled lunch in consequence
did not wish them to go. A very few
notices luncheon did do no good and if many
luncheon could find Mr. F.R. Fruits of money of

6 P.M.

Brother and said Cumbert and yes
both saw he was about to move another
considerable number of bonds which related
to numerous cycles because of
of other blocks. Wanting I said said
an oliphant's chair it should not have
only do came fresh 300 to say so to
Cumbert. We came back and said Cumbert
insisted on putting it not.

200 it and agreed to have X.subjected to
Do 20, Cumbert said the bond would block
who said he saw no objection to putting
it.

Cumbert then called in Mr. of stocks and read
30 to him. Knowing such he did not
subject to Mr. Monday told him we were
agreed it that it would entirely increase
first. Wry with any of kindness of
As to second only function of Board
in evening blood must have been to

inquire Mr. F. French Cumber

During the last it dead better went for unit
leather.

Cumber and B. got in carbon of the amount
not showed it to Mrs. Ambassador!

Finally I held him in my opinion it could
only do I am not that second in a
reduction free

I agree a note of
wearing our okay and almost the next day
true Cumber, with such an oliphant's
chair. Finally Cumber, agreed not to

fist it not at present.

Many other things Cumber said in circle
in view of extravagant clouts in any holding
of our elements. It was to reduce to note
that only 300 millions in our books and


In do not agree X. clout in circle the
great development is clearly a very
self-centered of current base on individual
of gold.

Furthermore, we had wearing been living of
1x half Cumber that many clouts had been
inverted in our books, including shead.
Insistence of French Cumber

300 million but it may not abolish hay
but, undoubtedly many under clouts
have overthrown, not to mention Shales etc.
22 S. Tuesday.


K. arrived from w. S. W. 1st. He said W. H. H. was 
continuously urged to come down--to go to Madrid 
to demand relations, or that formally be agreed to 
so in express credence that they shall not the 
pledge, that in their absence, I shall be authorized 
to the President. He said that when W. H. H. 
preceded he was not quite satisfied w. this 
way they chose of me to Presidents, so he 
objected. I told it would clearly understand 
they believed it to be one less subject of 
the System that I shall be involved.

S. arrived of it, & F. & R. & S. to have a 
whether called so. President I asked Fox of my 
memories was correct that he, said he was 
a candidate for the S. He said he thought 
so, said the war was not a candidate, for he 
found themselves under to view that, when 
many very different time, shall be made 
so. He said according to the System that 
President felt what he being a German, and 
not yet it, that the President wanted.


Arrived in the other French Movers. Arrived 
in other Newlands. Arrived Charles 
Letters. They gave Letters precedence over.
Dec 11. Thursday.

Mr. Harding said Williams sent the bonmot announcement to the Presid urging rehearthis and issued the affirmative and was not in the agreement to this in which it and that the
Presid urged Williams not to publish it as we wished but to consider it as a kind.

Dec 12. Tuesday.

The Malcolm Forbes lunched at 00, the Presid. Saw normally and asked of
Presid in he action would not see him.

Dec 13. Wednesday.

Inquire about this and, 401, the Schockes.

Dec 14. Friday.

Found with us the day and from Slag, Temper, no change, don, who. Del. Melk, melk.
David W. Sm. & D'lm Soldier.
Board voted to authorize Dr. George W. & J. to forward 350 of England and its correspondent and object and to open account with it and for St. Paul's, Lander, to share in the exchange of 350. Board voted otherwise. The final vote was unanimous, except that Lander did not vote at all.

Dec. 20. End.
Conference w. Geo. F. Broad for saving the bank and to reestablish the bank's position. Must be held later to reorganize our currency in a systematic way.

1st Sunday.

Up hearing to hear singing of Christmas service. Present William and some members then we sat in the old Methodist room.

2nd Thursday.

Hearing brethren had account of our meeting at N.Y. The Board to assemble 8th of this month at 3 p.m. correspondence.

And we know now that just now
It seems brethren came to my office, and some brethren were engaged at it. Some preliminary card and not any new at all.

Rescinded same Sunday, who said brethren called the me, but would not say to be assembled or sitting in such a matter will require the Board. Brethren then asked him of the head general authority to handle a. He said: 

To make resolution of Board to next year. When he was engag-
ing the first general authority can produce in debtor of a plan

The Board. Mr. said he

For further reason now and the testimony of me and the statement.

Monday said bulley was very angry and

was in his ordinary mood of the day; Sept. 8th at first was not

planned but later when it was well, Mr. bulley said H. Child have decided.

And said without the day followed it.

So he was called, bulley said then we

could have objected and decided if we

the day. Monday said he did not want to break the Board in Christmas day

He said bulley whom he was at one

next day, bulley said he was intention.

The Board and members at least.

This Sunday before he assembled at least.

The French ambassador & Mr. was

His noble to better they stayed until

He said bulley said he was only

member of the Board who was in a

position where he could afford to be needed.

Monday did also warning called him

me then so calm. Very angry and

acted by which direction the statement

was made, and was somewhat delayed when H. Child - 1 just as

out myself.

He said Mr. Mr. Mr. of N.Y. also

called the me. I was very much

disturbed - said it was against the

agreement. Mr. By my judgment was I

to be silent and act if H. had enough

stay.

He said No! That the Board had

met and went any agreement was
had many relations to Public. That is and persuaded the first to amount 124,000 as it is. Said, that the court and it was stated in the convey. In front to bring 124,000. It is to state it now.

 Also said the N.Y. Agent, he had an opinion was demonstrated, that he had known that he decided at that amount of 124,000 it was no more now.

 Said he believed all the former N.Y. Officers would then been shown that the Pitt was known to let the 124,000 known S. (in N. Y.)

 In the morning while visiting the North, having Pitt. The men was in my book and I did not recognize him until he had passed all the be bought at one place.

 Later I beheld from my office & told him I was really more inside than I seemed - he said in had passed me. He then said he wanted very much to have an interview with me & I suggested a business dinner. He asked me to a dinner & dinner.

 Later I say, right and my death they could agree on would be more pleasing to him.

 Later Pitt & badly they were agreed on the 124,000 other words.
As the second step had been practically finished;
that Henry was by all odds the ablest man
in the Board; that his objection was to
the present method; that Henry was
as bitter toward Biddle as towards
Henry; and Biddle came out strongly
with the official line; that the
banks had no confidence in him; that
he absolutely dominated the house.
I said, I believed we should carefully
consider who, then, should not be in a change
in policy in all the things; forces of the
banks; that, unless to aloud it, Henry
would be a great victory for Biddle; but
we did not believe who could not be
dominated by Biddle; that the states
should be maintained until a clear
signal could be decided who.
I said to my mind that the question was a
puzzle:
1. Henry was dean bankard worst of
Henry.
2. He is the ablest man in the Board.
3. He is the only man most dominated
by Biddle.
4. While the attitude in the meeting
will have been considered as a
probability of his original stand, a very
important one was now confirmed.
I added that Biddle in the Bill would
have circumstances; would be the
new light on the. the matter was
presented.
Biddle said of Biddle Biddle in H. I. had
been the Biddle be well not want
to maintain him even of the head
due bankard could I that Henry was
the Banks of New city.
I said that if we but some was as
unanimous; that if we were ready to
renew salary and ask Biddle to
remain Avilla than the whole great
work could be continued.
He said that the men were those now when
he agreed it ought to be' simply considered
in the policy that who lead no certainty
to renew bullpen.
I said a word to the Biddle and
pointed out, that we sought and we
would then not Henry to resign his
as we believed it desirable.
He was better out of Biddle who had
been it. He was then counsel and exchanged
for them. when the Board matter
was interesting worth.
He also sent greater before considering
The circuit of Henry's enemies is about the fact that Henry was fit. After all, some kings were not kings. I agree the
was sometimes to the greatest, but because
that he was in his letter to Henry
about it, certainly. Even if the good
hours of the circuit.

Henry also had Henry's duty, and admitted
that the circuit could not have been
bad, was a terrible letter from Henry
speaking and that a censure in writing.
Henry knew a censure was also admiring
Henry as well but this Agency in 1000.

Henry then asked what about were there?
I said he might be why not.

The circuit could not be anything, and
that he must not do this. He was not
without words, that is in any case I believed
Henry had persuaded them to believe
in the circuit agreed.

Finally I said I suspected that Henry's
brother was at the bottom of it.
It is evident that there are discrepancies in the transcription. Here is a possible interpretation:

203 Thursday

In speaking to Mr. H. today, I asked him about the decision on the Reserve Bank. It was not clear what he meant. Henderson felt that we should consider it as a great success for the Reserve. Mr. H. asked me to send a letter to the city, the only letter I had. He asked me to send a letter to Mr. H. to the city, merely for the sake of getting me. Mr. H. said Sen. Smith had ordered me to consolidate the Atlanta & more N.B.I. The letter of the Fed Res Board was very belligerent: that it would not be signed until the letter came from the Department. Mr. H. said that there would be a combination of interested groups who would defeat any cutting down. He said that was the only reason for including Boston, and that the other members were glad to include Boston in order to get a good start. If Boston were to have it, the decision would have to be made. I was not sure what the decision would be. Mr. H. asked me to send a letter to the Reserve, on the condition that the Reserve Board, on the decision, etc.

I had always suspected that was Mr. H.'s intention and that he wanted Mr. H. to be.

Mr. H. received a very bitter letter from the Reserve.

H.
It also said that before going into
matter he was in distant California
who was designated at the request
and fully advised it and stated
that the Ambassador arrived at on
July 1, 1887.

It said he was satisfied about the
Board announcing this announcement made
in order to head off the British loading
which became known.

May 29, 1887.

In 1878 the British wanted Board to
consider election of new as did the request but
he had the thought satisfied him that
they were not wise. I saw they could do
nothing further together. I explained to him that
Board was really responsible for condition
and I pointed out that Board suggested
a new bill that no member of Board
should act as a member for the Board
of any city in which he lived. He favored
this enthusiastic, in board also said he had written the Board that
he said received his request to give some
intelligences at my hand in any
matter concerning the..
He told me to assume a very friendly attitude towards Mr. Butter, which in fact, wish, as he raised it, understand the letter, Dely, of the Dutch people, I said I would later come by that.

I spoke of the change in feeling towards him of Senators, and said I should be careful about any such changes until.

N.Y. At that time, that I wanted him to sit in a presidential capacity in view of the many suggestions of his name as a presidential candidate. He said he had no such ambitions, but such a thought would disturb him.

He said confidentially he had made up his mind not to remain in the cabinet but I wanted him to go slow in this. He said the people would not misunderstand and voting he said would be changed to presidential ambitions.

I asked him to rejoin me, and I asked him to join me; he said he could not but urged me to do so, to be sure to be sure; that he knew the assembly was not to let him know he had believed in the Brown Bros. no change in the business affairs of the British house. He said, saying strong lines had been written a saying many bitter things about the
Mr. Morgan. He thought the idea that under such circumstances, setting was the most reasonable and justifiable. He thought very sincerely of a change directly after that he had made. Mr. M. said he was going to send the note to the bank. I said I had an order to that effect.

Mr. Morgan. I was very anxious that the note should be drawn. I said I had an order to send the note to the bank. Mr. M. said he had a note to draw it which he would show me; he supposed that I should get the note which would precede it to New York.

Mr. Morgan. I was very anxious that the note should be drawn. I said I had an order to send the note to the bank. Mr. M. said he had a note to draw it which he would show me; he supposed that I should get the note which would precede it to New York.
The Congress of 1851, Britain's attitude towards war, had ceased. When Britain offered mediation, the United States and Britain knew this; that Britain instructed its ministry to withdraw if Britain offered mediation and that Britain knew that a cessation would be a British revolution, which the British ministry knew to be true.

Said that when Garibaldi went to England in 1861, he assured great legislators that British ministry arranged an intervention, and that Secretary出入境 by the queen to push him away, that large letters could be written to the North when it was feared a revolution might break out. He gave me the whole lettering of the Russian Japanese Secret Treaty. Said that Japan wanted peace and that Russia wanted an Austrian revolution; that Japan asked Roosevelt to intervene, he declined unless Roosevelt issued two letters, one directly and that both were in existence.

Roosevelt then approached Russia, declared and said an original of...
Hague Conference he could not decline to discuss the Peace: that Russia was sure
Russia would ultimately win (which he said was certain) but said would never
agree to end if any treaty came to an
unadvised or unwise treaty; but in the
understanding would like it. Upon negotiation that he was helped in this
view by letters sent by Janus to the
approaches in Berlin saying they would
never consent to Peace if read a continued
of the formation of Treaty; of individuals;
and that from Russia had its cause
and would than bring us there in
the place of existing around some
do; that influence of Russia accordingly
agreed to break conference; that Russia
would abandon any such and temporal
any act - as she had intended to
all along - and peace was secured.

said that Hindley by being throughly
the right seemed it first that the had
writing to do with it.

Stevens of France, he said Cailloux
had communications from over any
individuals in France - knowing that
unaware. To be pleased by knowing much
earnest to France, Cailloux would

have power enough to take advantage of
this nation.

He did not seem at all sure that France
was of time but he thought it was a
doesn't conclude now.

Scheel of Belgium he said no one could
justly claim that U.S. should have
continued - but he thought better made
a must in no doubt seeing some light
put on by means of various or otherwise,
indicate U.S. accordingly; that if he
had said that we should have renounced
much trouble.

He asked me whether it really was true.
- Helman; I said we were determined
that matters in the Board; that other
he was astonished to be very
low terms but that lately I had
heard he was very French.

He said that of England used an arrangement
with Egypt very similar to that proposed
by Her Majesty for her of England
Jan 2 Tuesday
Board invited to entend Schwab and Hamilton to be
additional directors of New-York. Hamilton
was present, and issued notes. Schwab
was not, but went to New-York. Wednesday, Schwab
sailed; New-York, Wednesday. The
Schwab party left only without him. Brand in New-York with Mr. and Mrs. Hayman. Brand was
asked if he wished to meet in joint body

Jan 3 Wednesday
Prepared N.Y. to send first notes. Wednesday, prepared
for Monday. Brand left New-York, and was present.
Thursday, prepared by Brand, and was present. Brand
left New-York, and was present. Thursday, prepared
by Brand, and was present. Brand left New-York, and
was present. Thursday, prepared by Brand, and was
present. Brand left New-York, and was present. Thursday,
prepared by Brand, and was present. Brand left New-York,
and was present. Thursday, prepared by Brand, and was
present. Brand left New-York, and was present. Thursday,
prepared by Brand, and was present. Brand left New-York,
and was present. Thursday, prepared by Brand, and was
present. Brand left New-York, and was present. Thursday,
prepared by Brand, and was present. Brand left New-York,
and was present. Thursday, prepared by Brand, and was
present. Brand left New-York, and was present. Thursday,
prepared by Brand, and was present. Brand left New-York,
and was present. Thursday, prepared by Brand, and was
present. Brand left New-York, and was present. Thursday,
prepared by Brand, and was present. Brand left New-York,
and said he believed that hindering the issue of the
protection against any encroachment on loans by
banks in this city was very wise and ought to be adopted.

He then went on to explain that the
very bad weather Miller & Warner had
suffered with the previous冬天 did not
be cured by them; that Miller had an
ight but that business was not much

What Mr. Miller had written was not
untrue, that the amount had been lost but for a

Mr. Miller called and represented that
Mr. Miller had that they were being

and certificates were due. There was
very little of laborers—that, however was
that effect was supposed to be immediate
to a general feeling that the

I said that was a matter for state laws—
and nothing to do with it—that I did
not see any legality in that and no

But at least in that regard
were said they had never been asked
to do this. He said bankers could do
as they pleased, but nearly all banks
said was never a reasonable which
might later be deemed as any

He said he would see business if he
could. Business was not what it used to be.
Jan. 5. Monday.

Mr. Ball, to prevent armament, should not militiamen of Chicago be sent as voluntary directors, with Chicago W. J. B. Smith.

Jan. 6. Tuesday.

Mr. B. T. Smith not to be sent. H. H. Adams, President.

The directors were informed that bond your business. Before your meeting, urging us to consider of their demand for loans, they must secure of bonds in an authentic manner.

J. A. W. Curtis of H. J. Head examined, to be H. Bellows and Co. Referred, which he said to me yesterday. Bellows showed change of terms, investing in bonds to with, declines in foreign. Bellows said we had bought 2 billion of our securities last autumn, which our note of $600,000 not paid when sold, still held 1 billion of those. He said purchasable were our interests to build to a 50 security at a time and that our stock was good and may amount to a change in their structure. Bellows said he submitted bills in the event, he did not want to build at a time when prices seemed indications were, and very assumed a change in prices, and especially in December. Bellows very inadvisedly said that, when threat not said in 2 or 3 days.

Jan. 7. Wednesday.

Mr. Adams, left without notice, we. We boarded to see the threat that
Jan 5. Monday.

Peter and I went to court, thinking to take place of your who suddenly grew out.

Jan 7. Tuesday.

In morning the President called - said the Bill of England called at once to 3:30 p.m., or an evening of Board's announcement, and asked what the Board sustained. I was said to have the President's exact, but he said it was not agreed to show any in advance any thing before it was sent out.

I could not have it to be done early in this morning.

Jan 10. Wednesday.

President, Woodward and I went to 1:30 p.m. N.Y. Board, Director meet Board, see if N.Y. Board, directors met Board, see if a President's exact, to make up the Board's previous speeches which was done.

I should have one word in 2 minutes - 1 list of England. 2. Method of making letters to N.Y. agent until 10. 10 at first was quite reasonable as in statements, and anticipated almost in no way words that were made.

Secretary might write. See it become.

I went and said in thought we could not remain until to take their places, also that while the Board was last to any suggestion it could not decide so the Board the President of its proposed Acts.

He need not show, Woodward send the President called the time of Bill of England asking their resigns at announcement of Board and later received a very confidential and reasons why the President asked if the Board of England did not send cable asking what the announcement meant - which cable named the N.Y. director cables. I think I could send.

None of them mentioned any cables until Harding asked the question as to what any had been received.

Know in answer to just been very pleased that Board had not sent any cables. See, Slade, send on complete account.

President showed into the, I can not understand why he did not let me. We had better ask the cables. He said I could not the statement made to him by Director was sent. President told him the N.Y. Board had
Board now, after long discussion, authorized willingness to credit we, deprecating the same, to prevent any announcement was made that the Board voted then to credit William M. Miller.

Jay, Thursday.

In discussing minutes of yesterday's meeting, Mr. Miller asked why Board was present; said Miller's vote cast without knowledge that most important part of the debate occurred on Members' last voted, not to take down; that this particular statement was made after meeting ended and was a very good, representative summary of the matter. Mr. Miller said that when called, would state Board in a very important position to which Board had agreed unanimously and many reporters were suspended until very early in the morning.

Meeting adjourned for voting. While Mr. Miller and Board was meeting, it was not in a very considerable way of discussing the matter; voting of members then, finding it a vote had been taken in which all he voted against being a

Members.
was very grateful to me for my trouble. He felt he ought to say that never before had he read such an intelligence or met such a man; that he was impressed, overwhelming, and almost unequal. I expressed my regret that he felt this way by his test.

I remember that when talking with William Allen, Hackett came in to the clerk and said—no, not as the man who knew him, but as a friend, and even without it, the clerk said yes.

Eventually, the clerk, thought he was in need of a friend of Allen and treated him accordingly. It will be a long time before I undertake any one to this again.

Kingsley,

James W. S. of State and Miss Deering to meet
President & his family,

President: Justice R. Brandel; Justice Clark
Miss: James; Mr. R. Scott; Mr. and
Miss Barnet; Mr. W. T. Cooley
Mr. & Mrs. J. Noyes — Carl & Mrs. Emily Steele.
Jan. 13th Saturday.

Board meeting to move on letter from the Woman N.Y. relating to N.Y. credits of 50 million.

Wanna send to send draft of an order to obtain for letters stating the draft. A letter of Board Act 23. 36 of letters indicating that the N.Y. showed 60 cemeteries in 20 years with renewal acceptance at renewal date and rates against them. In the draft, Woman set to order Board if we don't move from year to the century we will assume year to this century we will assume year to next year.

I was not at the meeting in the early away in a week's vacation.

The Board set it was in turn came to reform our advice not to buy the man because of its action in Alaska. The was the credit the Board have a new letter that about in N.Y.

Finally we suggested some change in Woman's letter but lack of more board will indicate no object. During the discussion Board said the level was a higher than it haves what did not seem in any way increased.
with the Board. He, if his money is needed by the Neds, he said well. I am told that if we meet and some other way plans are made, Mr. Green said as result of an
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The Customs went. Peabody told me.

Allen said the French credit, was at our very better ability the working as an attack on French credit; that he did not wish because France had accused

the Board; that he finally acts we had to do what we did not thought France had really attacked the whole matter.

Allen also said the Board that France had been succeeded. As soon as possible, Peabody also told me


Mr. Dor of Burton & the other Senators of work. With

surprise with me.

Jan 15. Monday.

Having dinner alone with me; said Lewelling

arrived in morning in town, request about

pounds by Wood in desiring if the town

of the Board could or not shown. I said

he told me he who said to say to Lewelling if he wanted a "scratch" in the receipts

to go ahead.

Jan 16. Tuesday.

Had dinner at home. Job, Rube, Mrs. Wood, Rube - New Yorkers. Mr. & Mr. Lewelling, Mr. & Mrs. Black - Mr. & Mrs. Butler etc.

Jan 17. Wednesday.

Grew at Bank. Banking

Bank, Rube send the last word of protest of

\(D\)\[\text{A}\]\(4\)\[\text{A}\]\(Y\)\[\text{A}\]\(Y\)\[\text{A}\]

the Board. His letter at your announcement of

informed Agency B. B, of any

Mr. Webber, mention of one or two; to P

Bent a letter about the see. P

I changed see being any note & learning and

in thought I sent the President had.

Muller saw Mr. Horner called on him and said Board would a great number in ruling that makes growing and of involving lecture of credit authorizing renewals could be understood as expressed by not. They Burns and that Board should issue this ruling.

Unusual said he did not agree w. l; that while the only approach such relations w. purchasers it was only w. a view to reflecting the amount delta in mortal warship freedom.


Mr. Wilson's White House dinner set for next week Monday. I.e., I said we went to Rio — we have another engagement for that evening.

Jan 20. Rear Adm. H. Wilson went to White as had already accepted on the Public.

Funeral of Admiral Dewey's Handwritings (Horner) was held on Mason w. 1494 by Huns. His hand given to survivor to attend. Among the well-known were invited a at least had, and attended.

Heat dinner to Anderson's H.
Recurred of weights Par.

Funds:

Yard Money

U.S. 2% Gold
Crown & Silver

U.S. 1%

U.S. 1% Gold

U.S. 2% Silver

U.S. Silver

An American departure last week and on Standing from his place.

Begun repeating his lectures in the usual manner to support and maintain. Made

a speech in his delight. His lecture was on Virginia very accurately.

and very clearly. His engagement might have

happened; but said the bank which

he did not find up as my one did.

The Standing used the bank and in 2 hours

later as in the next day. He did not

this P.M.; he said he

himself that the new British 250 were

the second very better against

Ward there relatively he was

dominating the board; that he said he

must not repeat those which they had
Mr. Harding said Makado was inclined to have Williams issue a warranty to Brooks to secure investments in gold biscuits. Mr. Harding believed that the gold biscuits as a whole had about $20,000 worth of collateral so receipted for a much larger sum than almost double of gold and domestic bills.

In U.S. District Court No. 7 there had been about $200,000 in gold biscuits and about $30,000 in domestic bills. Their sale brought with $20 million. Mr. Harding asked him to say if it would be raised and if it would be raised without any necessity.

Mr. Harding said Williams asked him to say if he had in mind and if he intended that a certain agent to do something to withdrawal U.S. in every of securities yielded up to August first.
and wished to know whether Board had power to embrace participation of the other Red Bank; if so whether the Bank must give authority over their shareholders, but said he satisfied him that Red had power that shareholders must not be consulted.

He also told me that Union had issued five per cent. Notes several years and others; said it would be easy to increase a London 3% subscription of $100,000 at 5½ per cent for change; that if we agreed to that the Red Note would increase and this would help.

I told him I should stand by them.

Jan. 17, Sat.
Rev. A. came in and again reiterated above. I believe we have tried to arrange some trade of other nations as we have always been able to

1. The subscription of the Red Bank will be 5½ per cent.

2. I shall stand by them.
Jan 27, Monday

The State Dept. called today and expressed great interest in our report of the
demonstration in London of December 19th; said the report had been made to
the Prime Minister and his Cabinet and expressed interest in receiving it in another
form.

He said that Mr. Astor had been interested in the
matters and would be married to a British princess and that
the King of Sweden and Queen of Sweden had
sent cards of congratulations.

He said he had been shouting that he was at bottom of the
world and his brother was much
married because Prince George was
married. He said that
the King of the
Netherlands had
sent cards of
congratulations
and that the
Netherlands had
sent cards of
congratulations
and that the
Netherlands had
sent cards of
congratulations.

He said Mr. Astor had been interested in
the matter and had continued to
the House, who probably had
sent them to Parnell.

In Parnell said he would be kept out of
the Senate and said the
Prime Minister said the President knew.
I must point out that there was a request made some time ago to withdraw my name from the list of nominees for the position of Secretary of the Treasury, which I agreed to. Since that time, I have been informed that this request has been accepted and that my name will not be placed on the list for consideration by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

Regarding the matter of the nomination of a member of the Board of Governors, I would like to express my views on the matter. I believe that the nomination process should be transparent and that the nominees should be evaluated on the basis of their qualifications, experience, and other relevant factors.

I also believe that the nominations should be made on the basis of merit and should not be influenced by political considerations. I urge the Board of Governors to consider these points when making their decisions on nominations.

I would like to reiterate my commitment to serving the Federal Reserve System and to contributing to its success. I am confident that the Board of Governors will make the right decisions in this matter.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Thursday, July 6

At the meeting Gov. Harding opened to a letter from Sec. of State to credit that B's of Russia wished to cur many

sold in its currency against U. S. for B's of N. Y. caused buy out money

in U. S. as well by change. Some days ago Gov. H. had a letter of real-

and when wrote of call on U. S. S. did

not wish to enter into such

an arrangement at the present time & lest until the two sides

agree. Then Gov. H. said he had redelivered the letter & read it. But it was

stated in the draft that the deal is one which was no more

than were not due within U. S. & Russia. Gov. H.

said Harding suggested this.

If I am not excepted say it

referred to the fact that breech

out and to a Russian treaty (b/c. Russia was not free great

kindings to give) and that the

not was allowed in the treaty

that it had not come to be.
day dealings with Russia because of the
very incendiary and tact such a situation
would involve in Russia. I suggested
that we might say that we had not
yet decided upon any arrangement in
this regard, we intended to wait
until that agency was again upon
the scene until others,
undertaking objected and asked a start
such as my point be the amount that
we had no gold treaty with the
Northwest Canada. I replied—unless
we went England & returned and that
we were against an agency of the
kind of what through a limitation
full agreement which the bank
recommended a competitor with a
peer, Alfred,
Finally, in spirit of my protest the
bank wanted to lend the debt to the
lt. would have to be transmitted to very of
the
sult of the net writing a bond before
that these debts would ever be
automatically determined with my lending
bank with a self-same bureau.

much distressed and said he would bring
to be hit.
later he came in and asked the head
secretary in his own memorandum
to enter not all reference to Russia.
It is evident to me that having
deliberately tried to decline the
President and Secretary to consist Russia.
He desires to be willing to do anything
to join a bond.

Sund wth Mrs. Blane.

Sd. No. 2

Sd. No. 3.

Sund was not relations with Germany
We, indeed, asked me to deal with them and
we had another engagement. late known
that Russian ships and the new Russian
and I answered with the news.

Sund one noted 17th that them and
said he had warned the detail
that the situation exist until
was in our breaching off dealing
situation but that the bond had
not value in was earned.

Sund wth me your...
May 8th, Sunday.

The President was present at his desk.

He's luncheon.
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Mo. Sunday
Put on. Mrs. Emmons.

Mo. Tuesday
Put down at dinner.

Mo. Tuesday
Dined Mrs. Emmons.

Mrs. Emmons had met a woman who said she had been in communication with the woman's husband and told her that the woman would not return the

Mo. Wednesday
Dined as before.

Mo. Thursday
Bread at the table.

Mo. Tuesday
Put on. Mrs. Emmons.

Mrs. Emmons had met me at the table. She said she had been in communication with the woman's husband and told her that she would not return the

Mo. Thursday
Dined at the table.

Mo. Tuesday
Put on. Mrs. Emmons.

She had met a woman who said she had been in communication with the woman's husband and told her that she would not return the

Mo. Thursday
Dined at the table.

Mo. Tuesday
Put on. Mrs. Emmons.

She had met a woman who said she had been in communication with the woman's husband and told her that she would not return the

Mo. Thursday
Dined at the table.

Mo. Tuesday
Put on. Mrs. Emmons.

She had met a woman who said she had been in communication with the woman's husband and told her that she would not return the
I was not aware that any urgent and immediate change was required as it was understood there was no real need of such a change at present. I said the wording had improved but could not agree at any time of need. Notes were made, it would not be suggested for Board merely not to object. It would be [unreadable] to go public, and at least say if it did not object.

I said the Member said that a decision was to be made and some were to believe that this would be delayed in Canada, suggesting to the Board all were interested, management, etc. The Board was given another consideration to the matter and that provisionally it could be covered out.

I. 15. Thursday.

I am not aware, said last night about the Board being [unreadable] and finally 2 PM. He declared he was going have a discussion. I thought that what had happened had been all right. I said there could be a major element in that matter which might be [unreadable] in saying that there was a need of caution at least 250,000 in fact any tender demanded that interest should be 3% or less that we had.

I thought that as soon as I was aware and I thought about some elements involved. The matter was to be wrapped up along some such lines as that but that I should not want to bring the British that gave any such indication or advance.

I said that the proposal was for 3% by European action so that we did not know when the
Mr. Hunt of the Bank of England is coming to this country on Monday to see the Bank and State banks on investments, as many banks of which are now holding the Government, and the Bank of England, and the other banks are somewhat invested in them. They are now considered under the Government for the full volume of only a few days, but we may not have deemed it wise to issue such a warning at all in such a case, even that the new schemes involved many of our obligations. It was agreed to announce that we were proceeding on a distinct scheme to a gold limit of £400,000. Yet since it had been deemed to demand that change to the gold standard, the bill for bills in 2 years by taking the interest.

14th Monday

14th Monday, see us and give us only to get some important as to to the Bank, decided to consider your always as good advice. Mr. Hunt and colleagues have said that the Bank of England will be we are going to spend and keep money sound maintenance, unless money as and in such a limit, Brunei to ask them about their friends.

Mr. Hunt and not to mention that we are not right. I said, I cannot commit myself until we go into the whole.
Mr. Busey did not want to invest in their latest loan as they held their reserves liquid, also said he and Mr. Ford, because about 1/3 of the money being an investment, I asked if $1 million was, and he said that $1 million in new loan so far as respects individual investors, that was another matter who might or might not want out of the business in the loan. Then not to feel 20% plus always as III or to not want to invest, he wished to reserve before final due payment.

We, it agreed with me as to Busey investments, and I gathered on what he said that what it's wanted was not my recommendation as to Busey investments.

I did not go a fair price for, to get not every cent would just have, as I did not wish to be committed by any statement that they may have made or might make, but wished to keep...
Morgan about 9. He thought very much of
thought the best interests of the country
and the banks demanded.
Morgan was very upset towards Morgan
said he had the most insurance
enlightened for the whole body
Revere as well as dividends.
Feb. 10, 1861.

W. H. said late this P.M. he had a long talk w.
Mr. H. saying that Morgan was asked
to lend 250 million of gold now.
Note.-just like old yest. Note also that
Mr. H. was very relieved, asking for
250 million he will agree to lend 20%
interest after a week.-w. the Feb. 10.

W. H. must have heard something
that day and he was reluctant to
proceed but that Morgan was
prepared to lend him new
notes until requirements 50% paid
in 15 days at 5% and then
20% payable 90 days hence.

Found in New York hotel register.

Feb. 11, 1861.

W. H. wanted us to take up debt planning
as to Selma. W. H. said Morgan was
asked to sell out and short them 200,000 notes
recently like old ones. W. H. objected to a 2
year bond w. resist to their repayment by
accepting lower rate of interest; that
he wanted not to violate itself and
give out an additional loan to banks
and reduce; that 200,000 had to be paid.
End. Note could not be paid; that
Bank. W. H. had overruled Morgan and
decided that must now stand for
2 years int. as a statement returning
sum and. W. H. furnished the
advisement of this decision at least as
to a rapid maturity of 2 years- every
day almost secure.

W. J. Read your letter & was sorry
in whole-hearted in the. Pleasure,
judged, among others, was present.
Feb 23. Monday.

Barclay called. Had general talk, feared that prices might rise, some banks added not to an immediate panic. I explained our position as to renewed access. The bank held that banks could go sick. Bankers seem more anxious to know that our demand held that we did not legally prevent a rise in fees which, however, may occur.

Although we might lend and use any reasonable way, he said the volume and a new situation into this market is for new dealings that this was right; he said moreover that it was not good banking and should not be treated as a normal outcome.

He also said our opening up fund after N.O. was interchangeably good for the country but needing a system of such access was not.

Feb 24. Saturday.

Robert Green called. Said he had been acted by interests in N.Y. to go to London as a bond dealer and would, are about a deal of war against Germany said that the obligations of Germany were largely American, that these would not be sold the money he had should sell them cheaper.

Your desire in coming on this factor.

Feb 25. Sunday.

Bought w. the other two sundries.

Feb 26. Monday.

Bought at home.

Feb 27. Tuesday.

Bought w. Lord Peter Bruce. Went to St Pancras Assembly. Murdered. Staged.
Thursday

Mr. O'Neill called. Asked me to endorse
check for $50 drawn by him on the
bank as he needed same money
for the telephone bill - which I did.

Ed. called meeting at 4:30 to
consider evening charter. Low rate
was under consideration by Ed.
Meeting to close on the new
concessions of H1 evening of
Nov 25. 1916.

Mr. H. told me Mather said the
Bank had just received a very
large order. Page in London swing
that our previous swing had raised
interest on import credit of 9.75
and if we can't get interest swing poor
to U.S.; that in any event it cost not in
due to war; no submarine activity;
that travel did not seem any more
good. Was not engaging the domestic
market; that something was not
steadily done. By B., must sound
small fragments, etc.modest way.
I mean a word with panic act. will
all, involve and greatly injure the
U.S.

Mr. meeting was at a draft of note
about largely who Kirtland's
by Dublin and to be done by
Dublin and at some extent suggested
change by Warburg & Miller and
now by little; who was occurring.
accepted by Mather, but Ed
voted remains to publish it in
November tomorrow.

Almost 9 P.M. Mr. Mather called me at
half past 9 P.M. I asked how I liked
the announcement. I said I thought
it was in good times.

James W. F. Moir 1916
Mar 7, Tuesday
Your dinner at home.

Mar 10 Sat
Dined w Gen Allen McCandless.

Mar 12. Tuesday.

But voted to recommend to Treasury for their women a woman who was Mr Keller's washerwoman. The latter reported him at 90 dollars reward. We had no one in mind for the place & it was not under postal service rules. Keller set his wife woman wanted the place & that it could not interfere with her work as she had to do it the heavy only certain mornings in the week. 

If any other member had suggested this work woman how better could have voted?

Mar 27, Tuesday.

Said Mr Comfort Board that he had decided to issue 50 million of certificates of indebtedness at 2 1/2% and asked us to go to the banks. He said he had read several of their bonds & that it is the best of security. He said he had read several of their bonds & that it is the best of security. He said he had read several of their bonds & that it is the best of security. He said he had read several of their bonds & that it is the best of security. He said he had read several of their bonds & that it is the best of security.

He wanted us to hold them pending the matter until he could talk with his city & who was of cabinet meeting.
The story to determine at what rate we would oppose the issue. If I were not so uneasy that we still do want to, it seems to me to do so which will

seem to me to oppose $1, to which we in acknowledgments.

Mr. W. ind.

right for those who have already taken what seems to be a critical view. I think it should be taken as the $1.50 and

and any part of $2.5 million.

Mr. I. ind.

Meeting of Board,

Mr. W. Kinchard and severely exchanged

Mr. B. The Board. Mr. K. turned a vote

objecting to being asked to subscribe

to new $1.50 certificates are not being counted

as to their votes.

while the Board was clearly every

its views preferably for the

sey to attack it on the deal.

Mr. W. also said he wanted to

be amended so that the Rev.

Board could authorize a majority.
April 9.

Did not learn of the always death until 4:30 PM today, indeed, the morning of April 9, 1865.

April 10.

April 11.

April 12.

April 13.

April 14.

April 15.

April 16.

April 17.

April 18.

April 19.

April 20.

It was agreed to do our own alms work under the very severe rate. Finally, they changed rate to 3%.

April 21.

Balloon trout arrived. Monday, Father Phillips of state. Also met them. The Geo's of long. work. Ralikers went. Finding them in the Zevor. No bound. said there.

In PM he called me. He said he heard to join an old friend. 'Stay' dinner to Lord Berkley. I was part of England. I would have come.

I did not attend the dinner. We were sort of house next to me. The other called me and said somewhat scolding said that he, the windows could not wait to meet. Not being his hand. decided only to send. To hand to his dinner. Also said he could write gay theme. Of W. P. B., art. of his. Phila. The story of Richard. I hear this will anger the Mrs. Bed.
and justice 20. While waiting for the Board to hold the meeting, I had an idea that it would be wise to see whether the Board would meet at 3, and I believe the Secretaries of the Board made it known that the Board would meet at 3.

April 23, Monday.

Lundell called on me and asked me if we could have a meeting. The Board was in session but Lundell did not ask me to come in. After the meeting was over, Lundell suggested that we have a word to the effect that we would meet in the room for Lundell. I suggested that we had not 

President Knapp gave a dinner to the Board, including the Secretaries of the Board, and the whole Board had dinner with him. The dinner was very enjoyable.

The Board of Directors of the Company met this afternoon and the Board of Directors of the Company met this afternoon and were 

President Knapp gave a dinner to the Board, including the Secretaries of the Board, and the whole Board had dinner with him. The dinner was very enjoyable.

...
Pan Am. decided to which uncharacteristic man
of our members are invited. It seems,
certainly an extraordinary proceeding.

Mr. Moody.

Received invitation to Pan Am. Reckon
at about 4 P.M.

Your dinner. Mr. Reckon said he needed it
and invitation to Pan Am. Reckon.

Later at Reckon's house. Reckon said
also Reckon's sons are invited.

The State of the World, Gotch the Announcement

Mr. Moody.

went down to Reckon's South Steal Park
with Reckon. Reckon drove into the town
brochure & gave him a bunch of flowers.

Mrs. Moody

We received Lord Burleigh's
and Beaufort Grove - the house that is

Amberly, etc.

We went down to Reckon's South Steal Park
with Reckon. Reckon drove into the town
brochure & gave him a bunch of flowers.

Mr. Moody.

Mr. Moody suggested the idea of
a good surprise for the

Mr. Moody.

I asked if the house was purchased
subscription to last issue of
we said. Do not they even realize
that house they have the
the house, but we send Lloyd Denoyer
both the house they must have

the house is. The house is the
the house must have been of the
people did not if this shared with
April 26. Thursday

Mr. B. Miller, with 1st粱... 

He said 1st British loan of 3% was very firmly subscribed, that it was needed as 4% was already offered in 3 1/4 the Bank of England was pressed by the Bank to underwrite the loan and in fact had to lend 3% of it.

Mr. Miller on the necessity of raising the market rate so that 4% would not have to invest in indigestible securities.

He thought it wise to provide on loan at special rates to Bn to meet the money wished by subscribers to the lenders of funds. 

Mr. Miller then said he had tried to draw on the long-term banks.

He explained 1stly by 1st loan, as to discounting financial bills, he had drawn on a rule of practice that Bn would not discount such Bills although he said if it was not always easy to discount them from long bills.

I gathered from what he said...
that of Bell was presented by a well
known banker and not clearly financed
but in belief for certain reasons to buy.
So they might possibly be taken as
small units but the risk of material
loss was real, at least in form.
He also said in a cable to B of L. to
clue up once a Mrs. Bn by N.Y.
as to joint Agency.

April 7. Friday.

Sir M. said he wanted to find a good man
to take charge of bond department who
will go out this spring to 8th mission.

I asked about Robert Lawrence - I said I was
not inclined to special candidates
although very well - I strongly
recommend Lawrence. Planned to
nurture McDou. He also said he wanted a good
Russian to go with the mission to
Russia & saw the Russian PM.
Mr. Lawrence drew the engineer
said he had a perfect idea he
was somewhat disinterested.

April 28. Sat.

Dinner w. Mr. Hobart. Commission of Body
Amb. present Mr. Bond, financial
Amb. of Paris. Com. & Mr. Andrews
Amb. of Sweden. Lot of Com. Sir. Redfield
and Studebaker Davis.

P.M.

Mrs. Huntington & others went out to dinner
chase to see Mr. Huntington & husband play tennis. Mr. Cheyes was mart.
F. Polk and Mr. Bulfinch and Dave
Malcolm. Later they all had tea
at the club.

5 P.M.

attended a at French embassy to
meet Ducan & Eln. Jones.

Even.

Dinner w. Spanish Ambassador - a good place out at the Reuss alleen
writing of I would come. None of
the foreigner were present.

April 29. Sunday.

attended reception at the Scotts. To Mr. Jones
April 30. Tuesday.

Even lunch (M. B.) at 13th Club to W. S. Crown, 
 Juniper & Bow - of French lawn.

In evening, Erskine called at our house
and the French lawn had been they
did not want us to have them any
questions of us, I expressed some rem-
trust in such a request but said
of they wished to have a struggle
us, of course we must acquire
such a request cannot be set
almost resulting
also the meeting Harding said it was
out of matter that the Board declined
without consideration before him
85 seems to me that we should have at
our auction our lunch with the old
members did not seem to be any
of the result to our Board.
At the luncheon actually a word was
sent in subject of finance - not a
question was sent to us as to the M.

system our guests instantly arrived on
December and asked the doctor
their names went away our friend. Their
slam was in strange contrast to
that of 1st Weld.

Evening

Attended 2nd Store Reception at PM.
Mr. B. attending to the French Court.

May 1. Wednesday.

Bette and Anna went to Mary White.
pause and had an interview with her.

May 2. Wednesday.

The other day, the banker at the M.
Board bad refused to declare a method of
making more. Sherlock, deeply, he had
had none come before Board. I asked
Harding about it. He also wrote Bel
about it. Harding said W. Harding had
wrote a letter and mention it to
Bette who left it to Bette and Bette
sent it to a publisher.

Harding told me was very angry as he
ought to have been. Can't see how才能
still have room with such a table
short as another man came before
Bette & I never even knew lunching
and with a letter. Harding said
May 4, Monday

Lord Cumberland called and told them to eat and Boston for present as must be in N.Y. Thursday, May 10. He said he would surely go there before leaving N.Y.

Itinerary:

- May 5, Sat.
  - 10 Richmond
  - Lunch, 12 St. Louis.
  - Dinner, 7 St. L.
  - Lunch & dinner, Chicago
  - Lunch, 10 Cleveland

- May 6, Sun.
  - Left, 7 P.M. for Richmond with Lord Cumberland, Lord How, 3rd Staff & herself.
  - Arrived Richmond 7:30. Sent out to Williams house - a 600 militia guarded house. Had dinner - about 15 guests including Lord Stuart, who was placed on left of table, Lord Cumberland being seven place of honor.

- May 7, Mon.
  - Attended church called on Lord Stuart, went back to lunch, left 10 St. Louis, 2 P.M.

- May 8, Tue.
  - Arrived St. Louis 6:30 P.M. Had
May 3. Tuesday

Arrived Chicago 8 a.m. went to Hotel Blackstone. In morning received call Dr. Swift, where we photographed war material. Then visited William Reynolds Chicago office.

Lunch at Chicago Club attended by 50 prominent business men. At my request Mr. Hazen invited and attended.

In PM went to lunch with Lord and E. drove mine new pack system.

In evening dinner of 60 at Blackstone Hotel.

Left in N.Y. train for Cleveland.

May 4. Land.

Arrived Cleveland 8 a.m. visited Mr. Bostwick, bankers. Dinner at Club.

P.M. drove out to Western estate. Returned to N.Y. at 6:30 train.

May 10. Thursday

Arrived N.Y. 7 a.m. first luncheon dinner to JP Morgan's house. I went to Wood Club. N.Y. eleven & 10 went and E. at Mr. Morgan's library then went to Hotel Lexington.

Luncheon at J.P.Morgan house and Banquet Club. Lunch at Wood Club.

Lord Carnell's speech very interesting and quality of planned duty by

3 large British loans.

1. 3 1/2% loan. Said rate too low & were his broadest. Also income tax slightly increased. As a result the Bank of England tried to lose a large part of 8-10 billion or more but it was a failure.

2. 4 1/2% loan.

The banks invested heavily in this loan.

3. 5% loan.

The papers were advanced not to invest in this loan but were told of people did not take it they must. As a result they worked very hard to place which...
Monday, May 14

want to Boston by 10.30 am about 10.15 called for him at 5.45. After we had early dinner at our hotel the

want May 15

around 9 am. Went to Coulby Plaza

not when Ed Allen met us. I went breakfast. JP Meany was at hotel & called. Came to H. R. H.

want to Harvard when we met

Looked for all 11.15 at Union Hall

went and W. Lowell & reviewed the

Harvard Ballot in Soldiers field.

first in town. I called on Robb

woman at Ed's regret was know

brought to Union Club join

by Ed Allen. Another dining, &

also another book due around

Jamaica Pond. - bought 512.46 total

for N.Y.

In N.Y. the Robert Breau met us.

Breau came to visit 1st Caminot
On a special car to Miami, Florida on some business Friday, and we had to go to Washington that night to the Pres. I
had someone else take us to Pa.

I told him it was to the Pres. I would see him to the car and they went home, until I talked to someone that was here.

---

May 24, 1919

15th International Congress, before U.S. Press Club.

May 25, 1919

Last evening called on my mom, Florida.

 Had letter to say we were going to Atlanta.

I begged them to go to Atlanta and he said it was impossible, so I mentioned the matter. He was worried a great deal about it with his bank and I am very sorry. The letter was cut short this morning with a day and leave had to be able to reach Atlanta for that.

If you have a chance, let me know.

---

We went to give a dinner in evening. I arrived there, he said he would not accept it if I left that evening. I asked him when he left, he said he did not know. He immediately did not want to have us to breakfast, we went down into Grand room. I had a call almost of people who he insisted we send a good line to people to prevent.

To the end in our letters to prevent the credit, it was that in credit.

I said we will send so much good to U.S. by we promised it to go out he send without an instead would instead.

We discussed through situation he died not we knew, those old bank in buying our gold only at a discount.

We wanted that there wanted good men the gold $ that in might have to cut down our quotes to the.

Also discussed I should bringing to it, and I have received my from bank to make some already, but still not yet. Where to bring our it in London. He finally said that it is we would...
July 7th, 1868.

Missus Brunner was here early this morning. She left and asked me to send a note to Mr. Brunner to let him know that she was here and that she expected to see him in a few days. She also asked if I could get her a note from the President of the Bank to Mr. Brunner.

June 21st.

Arrived in New York late to see President. Received note from Mr. Brunner to look after office and send a note to Mr. Brunner to let him know that I was here and that I expected to see him in a few days. He also asked if I could get her a note from the President of the Bank to Mr. Brunner.

June 23rd.

Arrived in New York late to see President. Received note from Mr. Brunner to look after office and send a note to Mr. Brunner to let him know that I was here and that I expected to see him in a few days. He also asked if I could get her a note from the President of the Bank to Mr. Brunner.

June 25th.

Arrived in New York late to see President. Received note from Mr. Brunner to look after office and send a note to Mr. Brunner to let him know that I was here and that I expected to see him in a few days. He also asked if I could get her a note from the President of the Bank to Mr. Brunner.
Aug. 26, Sunday

Bertie and I went with the gun to
not happen in connection of the business.
A wonderful day. Bertie left in
Boston at 7 P.M.

Last Thursday the President gave a
more taking to the job. He did not
..

permit me to the fact that
Philippe did not make me any
frequently I was wet. etc.

permit me to the fact that

Armand to Armand that I did
not think anyone occupying
a great judicial position held
consequently. I am sure he put
his nomination to Armand.

It does not preface anything
as I understood his meaning
was merely when the President
against that President and T.
Aug. 20. Attended reception of Mrs. J.W. Scott to J.L. Sum at the 
Pan American Building.

Aug. 21. Attended reception at Lang Brothers: Mrs. J.W. 
Scott invited to the dinner but we declined as she could stay over.

Aug. 22. Barlow day.
Attended dinner at Lowells given by J.W. 
Ambassadors followed by a reception, dance and dinner.

Aug. 23. Attended dinner at Mrs. Clark's given by 
Mrs. Sandburg.
Jasper sent word that he had left for New York. He called on Mr. S., Mr. M., and Mr. T. The latter had been at the White House. Mr. S. had been away from home for several days. Mr. M. had been at the hotel. Mr. T. had been at the White House. Mr. S. had been at the hotel. Mr. M. had been at the hotel. Mr. T. had been at the White House.

New York, Saturday, 18.

Jasper sent word that he had left for New York. He called on Mr. S., Mr. M., and Mr. T. The latter had been at the White House. Mr. S. had been away from home for several days. Mr. M. had been at the hotel. Mr. T. had been at the White House. Mr. S. had been at the hotel. Mr. M. had been at the hotel. Mr. T. had been at the White House.

New York, Sunday, 19.

Jasper sent word that he had left for New York. He called on Mr. S., Mr. M., and Mr. T. The latter had been at the White House. Mr. S. had been away from home for several days. Mr. M. had been at the hotel. Mr. T. had been at the White House. Mr. S. had been at the hotel. Mr. M. had been at the hotel. Mr. T. had been at the White House.
Nov 24. Yesterday
What is the reason to cancel Macaulay's race? Yes, I think.

I am writing to John in London. He must see that of course, it must send a large
army, that a small force on merely sentimental reasons will avail nothing.

Dined at L.C. to meet Eleanor.

Nov 25. Came back to N.Y.

Nov 26. Met John last. Asked if I had any
message for the Puller. I told him,
the possible of America. Instead John
would not come with a large
army---attributed to his neigbor
the legislature of the last to hold
most of the west under order and
Democracy. He said he would not
tell the Puller.

I wrote during this conversation if I
could say to the Shy 20, 20, United
States and Western United States.

Nov 3, Monday

See Mr. Smith that John came to meet
Mr. Macaulay. To meet in China along with
Diplomats of the past. But of
Diplomats of the past. But of
Diplomats of the past.
suggest, as point I thought it would be a delicate way of intimate that he was dissatisfied in any scheme on this for. I asked my of his views, would economists be ready to look and he generally replied, as could not

such be thought desirable to send some other to please to consider considering them. It would be very pleasing to go to please if I were made clear. Ambassador had go without such letter to an unsecured country would be humiliated, I write to request without duties this writing an abscission of most.

Dey Monday,

see Mr. asked me to tell Bacon about N.Y. that was had not yet decided to ask authority to see any part of the scheme behind the silver coinage, that if they so decided, congress must keep Nicholas to prevent it, and that if this were done in the future N.Y. the Bacon were like to receive his request for advice. To buy part of their bullion, the man told the give it careful consider.

asked me also to suggest to him that justice on the point with out of the worst the place and the how unjutly advanced as might be use to unjust are decisions for against.

I also talked to Bacon about him. In all of justice went into what it would be very embarrassing as some number now known on it has been a good price and as I should buy the cold so drive into the piece that the decision would want to more than 4.

I was not able to see Bacon on Thursday.

I did not give him this message.

I had both the N.Y. to send the cold to two ways we did not I could view to turn

in Boston.

we had large dinner in N.Y. this evening.

I was asked if you there any any country, I was there to a Boston.

I was asked how many and if you would consider myself as an any friendly question. After this dinner the Senate passed of certain restrictions and we thought about an abstract of my speech to be called to justice that evening.

Dee, Tuesday,

see Mr. must be in duty and said we had suggested my want to see of state to go to claim. I told the N.Y. did not ask for any right participation in loan to claim and said we may allow to participate.

He was quite intelligent to Red not for being a revolutionary mind. We had lost ending the bank and (the Red Notes in certain securities and affecting the right causes to learn to save is, lose and consider an investment whatever and how the...
Dec 12. The shop in Boston at dinner tendered by

A. D. 10 4, 3, 3, 1.

Dec 15. At lunch at Mr. New's house. A. D. 10 4, 3, 3.

A. D. 10 4, 3, 3, 1.

Dec 22. A. D. 10 4, 3, 3, 1.

Dec 22. A. D. 10 4, 3, 3, 1.

Dec 22. A. D. 10 4, 3, 3, 1.
The country, he thus says, however to sign all the letters.

The best reason why Congress thus removed is that the public had been given assurance by the president and his secretary that a large debt would be incurred. The latter could be so written, so, as the best had suggested. Belvoir said a public notice of President's letter to have of States was made at of Washington's official notice. He said Meade's had reached to several such in commoner claims, you and me, and that letter was published with the plantation circular. Finally, I suggested that and he had that in a sentence greater, who, we could not as this advertise, and we sought to annul it. On this, I voted yes and Harding, weak, Belvoir and Diller No. Finally voted that and it rewrite a letter to keep it subject. I agreed to this but so if he said that I favored a checkmate.

The thing was brought out most of we decided a case and sent it to keep it might be days or weeks before he would sign it. We would be very much embarrassed, there is belief in the argument. See him to be

He cannot attend to Dept duties. In it complained he could not reach these — sometimes had to wait a day or longer. Belvoir said he often had to reach out twice or three times with the book.

He said he thought the bill would have been broken down, & etc. It had over the bill, and it would till him at least twice.

Mr. Peabody, I think, said Meade had been as they were to resign as Col. if he managed this. Belvoir & Fisk & I think it even, said Belvoir and told se, think it might, said Belvoir and told se if the check might the bill twice to clear of this. Were close written 20 days.

Mr. 22-29

Nelson, Buelater asked to ascertain whether in case

Mr. of this no one would receive any agency with the

Mr.крик of New York the report would be

Mr. I had in mind, he was the

Mr. He would now was the

Mr. it and he wanted now was the

Mr. that he did not accept to any

Mr. with this designation for this

Mr. and probably will write of the

Mr. and that the details of the

Mr. I choose to see Mr. the believingly obtained

Mr. and suggested my being elements which

Mr. the similarly obtained & told me

Mr. to the Board.

I chose to Board and it was
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In the evening, nobody knew what was going on. Many people thought that Roosevelt was about to be executed. However, it was actually a false alarm. Roosevelt was taken to the hospital, and the details were kept secret to avoid panic.

He asked that the matter be now officially presented. I suggested a letter to Stake. He thought this was better than a full court martial and court of inquiry. But the idea, thought he would be better off to negotiate this Stake Board case on a personal basis rather than a judicial one.

As a matter of fact, I didn't think it could be settled by a formal letter. It was late in the evening when the members of the Board and the other officials arrived. Having been called in, the Board decided to discuss the matter.

The letter was written and sent to the Board. It was read and discussed. It was decided to proceed with the matter.

See 23, meeting with Allen and McGee. The Agency matter was still under discussion. He said the matter of this Agency was still under consideration. He said he would write a letter to Stake.

He asked how the matter was now officially presented. I suggested a letter to Stake. He thought this was better than a full court martial and court of inquiry. But the idea, thought he would be better off to negotiate this Stake Board case on a personal basis rather than a judicial one.
Friday, Dec. 27

[Inaudible sound of status of matter] I was very indignant - said we should have N.Y. branch to which B.O. or some agent. Mr. Martin Landis, some time ago, said to him that in any medical demand made on N.Y. by some of others like other banks, etc., that we would not demand such consideration. Had I visited Landis with such consideration.

I sent him a letter to Mr. Dana. I heard that Mr. Dana had been here for a short time and I told him that I knew all about his mark. I heard that every bank had been called by Bond in the former, finally when all matters refused to suit me, I told him that I knew all about it and he refused to have a hand at me. I do not believe he knew all about it and every bank had been called by Bond in the former, finally when all matters refused to suit me.

Mr. Bond himself had called.

I was very indignant that I was left out and I was to have a day's work. I went to see him. He asked me to see another man who was better than a lot of agents and turned me over. It was a general declaration of mutual understandings, Mr. Bond of N.Y. &.

I was very indignant in regard to my efforts at

I was much relieved at the practical advantage of suggestion of agency for I saw at once that his new system must go to N.Y. as it was in his and not our interest. I sent him a letter to Mr. Dana that it be accomplished.

Sat., Dec. 28

Mr. A. said he cannot send it as I told him that I should give it which I did. (in file)

I then sent our Mr. Dana. He said we should order N.Y. to add B.O. or Jackson as Agent that the N.Y. branches located in each.

Perrin to certain bankers as they unanimously and determined it should not be interfered with; that the Agent of

And we had not been able to see a single acceptance to N.Y. because of this statement that N.Y. boys and

Perrin to certain bankers as they unanimously and determined it should not be interfered with by M.R.A.

The whole thing is clear to me. Mr. Dana to my suggestion that I should have but time for a day's work. I went to see him. He asked me to see another man who was better than a lot of agents and turned me over. It was a general declaration of mutual understandings, Mr. Bond of N.Y.

I was much relieved at the practical advantage of suggestion of agency for I saw at once that his new system must go to N.Y. as it was in his and not our interest. I sent him a letter to Mr. Dana that it be accomplished.
Sunday, Dec. 29

Dear Sir: 

I regret to tell you when you were at the house Christmas day that your Majesty sent the house for a special gift, 

a creams and your Assess a second day as a Christmas present. The articles are of little intrinsic value and I assumed there is no objection to their receiving them. I am looking forward to some very warm weather when you can use them and not even travel in addition to their cooperation.

Sincerely yours,

C.W.

As stated above I sent the box and now to send any thing you desire besides I can not understand why the heat went that was lighted.

damn wet. The day before the Prescott announced that he would operate the P.M. thru the 21. 71. (777) had a letter with an amount of - I think claimed the 21. 71. have lost and went with the 71. 71. of the P.M. that they said I would be best placed as the P.M. would them say their as we need for—using them once. He said we call on getting control of the P.M. later and said that he would send you that you had to increase rates and that you are to increase rates.

I am satisfied that he has told them not...
Monday, Dec. 30

Curtis, Sec. of N. Banks, wrote on Monday that N. Banks was not agreeable to adding 50.0 m. dollars to that of London, as he felt that it meant it was a loan to China. I told him I thought that was one of the best things China had done. We all agreed that the question of war indemnity in loan was a matter for state dept. to determine.

Friday, Jan 6

At gold meeting something Strauss said made me think he had advanced Steel and that the Fed was adverse to loan to Japan, and I stated that I wished to raise the issue and asked that if anything were said to the Sec. he should be told that I disagreed from others in the gold council. Warburg & I had a running conversation and finally Strauss said he would later make a note with Warburg that afternoon at 4:30. Warburg said I could come at that time.

At 4:30 I went to Warburg's office and asked if Strauss was coming. W. said he did not know but that there was no necessity of my coming in at the chief. I waited in my office until 5:40 and then learning from Warburg I went home from lunch to Selma, Conn.
Saw Jan 5

Drewed that Stearn had called in lunch.

That we, J. & W. Barings had a

conference and that they had decided

that set ought not to join with Jew.

in loan to London of exist in corporati-

ons, the other great powers.

Barings is acting more for interest

of bankers than for the U.S. in this

matter. His action in not withholding

end of the meeting was extraordinary.

Now.

Lunch given to Baring Mgata by Barings.

We told Baring to notify C. S. Shy

on Agency matter. F. on meet, instructed

by Baring M.

Baring M. showed briefly to effect that in

future might be possible to have lend

deposits with 1st of N.Y. = 1st of January

that E.A. would be 3.5 million

d.

All the members after Baring M. left

seemed to favor joining in loan.

Jan 6, 3p.m.

Baring Mgata called at 4:30; talked an-

d setup on time w. Shyng for lunoon

at 10:30. He said 1st of January lend

ed him authority to begin the

issue; he had finished.

I pointed out that his reference to

returning movement during week after

the one might be continued to return to

gold at once and if so used there to be

gold at once and if so used there to be

used immediately. He said it was not

decided by Sec. It. He said it was not

decided by Sec. It. He said it was not

decided by Sec. It. He said it was not

decided by Sec. It. He said it was not

decided by Sec. It. He said it was not

decided by Sec. It. He said it was not
Saturday Jan 11

called in Brown, Agnew to say good by.

Mr. B. of N.Y. filed w. me against for 10,000 2nd of jan. 31st of jan.

Agnes wanted.

For A. told me that he had instructed the boys to protest to the issue of silver against paper currency a bill to exist 15,000,000 in bonds to pay their salaries 20 in months over the pay. I told him this was a matter of weight rather than of color. We were a military question, not a political question. Later he said he had called w. see Mr. who said Powell said not to decide it was a matter ou were Brief. He asked me to call in the others & tell them to take no action in matter. I told them a very good job, & I am, & I told him not yet spoken.

Mrs. called & asked me to dwell on the will of one in matter. I told him that I had tried it & I was told.

Later in Mr. Brown called & said he was a matter of weight & would not discuss it. I said this was a matter of weight & would not discuss it. He asked me to see other.

About the issue of a bill to exist 15,000,000 in bonds to pay their salaries 20 in months over the pay. I told him this was a matter of weight rather than of color. We were a military question, not a political question. Later he said he had called me & see Mr. who said Powell said not to decide it was a matter ou were Brief. He asked me to call in the others & tell them to take no action in matter. I told them a very good job, & I am, & I told him not yet spoken.

Mrs. called & asked me to dwell on the will of one in matter. I told him that I had tried it & I was told.

Later in Mr. Brown called & said he was a matter of weight & would not discuss it. I said this was a matter of weight & would not discuss it. He asked me to see other.

About the issue of a bill to exist 15,000,000 in bonds to pay their salaries 20 in months over the pay. I told him this was a matter of weight rather than of color. We were a military question, not a political question. Later he said he had called me & see Mr. who said Powell said not to decide it was a matter ou were Brief. He asked me to call in the others & tell them to take no action in matter. I told them a very good job, & I am, & I told him not yet spoken.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mar. 17</td>
<td>Left for Cleveland to talk to N. H. Jordan and to see Mr. Barnes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar. 18</td>
<td>Lunch at National Hotel; morning session at meeting given by the Bank of the United States and浙江省.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar. 19</td>
<td>Shrove Tuesday at Smith's Club. Dinner at Smith's Club.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar. 20</td>
<td>Lunch at Smith's Club.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar. 21</td>
<td>Dinner at Smith's Club.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sunday, Jan. 21**

We probably of N. Y. called to talk over N. Y. salary matter.

Mr. said that in the matter of making the President of the N. Y. N. B. Co., the court order was obtained by Bridget McKee, and that on the former instance had been brought by Mr. Charles a Woodward who was killed a few weeks ago.

Woodward was authorized by Mr. Johnson to make a statement.

Mr. said Mr. Johnson was at the meeting and that the former instance had been brought by Mr. Charles a Woodward who was killed a few weeks ago.

He also said that he was very much interested in the arrangement and was very much interested in the arrangement.

**Wed., Jan. 23**

We visited Mr. Smith of N. Y. on Tuesday of week. He said see Mr. Smith had talked to Mr. Woodward and that he did not know how he stood with regard to meeting but that he did do an it decided last.
11. Alleged crime of Indian chief to
15,000 preceding years.

12. Chief's first sentence.

13. Chief's second sentence.


15. Chief's fourth sentence.

16. Chief's fifth sentence.

17. Chief's sixth sentence.

18. Chief's seventh sentence.

19. Chief's eighth sentence.

20. Chief's ninth sentence.

21. Chief's tenth sentence.

22. Chief's eleventh sentence.

23. Chief's twelfth sentence.

24. Chief's thirteenth sentence.

25. Chief's fourteenth sentence.

would be invalid. It bitterly attacked the
admiral for lack of forbearance. It was
guilty the admiral lost all control on to
mer of battle. I did say that were
statesmanlike words but how much
better they could have been of uttered two
years before, etc.

Although it was a serious, panicous,
unhealthy attack when the commander
in chief camaraged UNI by others
wouldn’t answer. If uttered by an army
officer even disclose wild or suspect to have
question followed.

Nov. 13.

Shore to noon meeting of St. Louis Chamber of
Commerce. Intended to a dinner of the
march where never first thought it
slightly.

Nov. 16. Sunday, shore at Hot Springs Ark. At a
noon lunch and an afternoon at the
Good Roads Convention. Intended to
dine by the Canards.

Nov. 17. Shore at Memphis as a noon luncheon
and in P.D. at Chamber of Commerce.

Nov. 18. Shore at Nashville. In running went out
to the ‘‘streetcar’’ with some captains; had
to the ‘‘streetcar’’ with some captains; had
by the shore at five lunch train; in P.M. shore at food
lunch train; at 6 P.M. shore at the Liberty
University; at 8 P.M. dinner with Clinton theater; at 8 P.M.
dinner with Clinton theater; at P.M.
shore at Auditorium to 7 P.M.

Nov. 22.

She said very often every man was missing
purifications for beeswax after the town but
that our Adwick had utterly neglected this.

Nov. 25. Shore at Montgomery. Called in Mr. Kelly and
replied of Mr. Kelly.

Nov. 26. Shore at Chattanooga. At noon added
business men’s lunch. In a large to
1200 medical officer of the cantonment.
At 6 P.M. attended luncheon business Gem
and. It was advertised that the ad
nounced the
in during shore at. Smith Smith at theater.
Businesses considered $5000 raised in
Small subscription.

Nov. 27. Shore to mixed audience at Birmingham
Ala.

Nov. 28. Thursday. Shore at convention of county
banners in Atlanta.

Nov. 29. Shore at noon meeting at he.

Atlanta. A comment of the. He also had
said. Her dinner was ordered to keep
many purchasing for

Last week Swan Reade got telephoned some one
from England H.H. had written Swan Gallager
that my church at Concord was under a
number church them all attempts to sell
liberty bonds. F. & R. wrote Gallager
saying I had telegraphed H.H. substantially.

Six trees, 4 P.D. Chamber of Commerce
also Swan. Hadn’t. In letter shore used
tragically of Gallager. He replied in a very
more letter, quoting his correspondent’s

while admitting that I had spoken in a complimentary way of Gallaher, said I had strongly advocated the selection of Sen. Miller. I at once wrote Gallaher that this was not true and enclosed a letter from Emery Ratliff of Idaho, lambasting my speech in the highest degree—a rebuttal letter. Now both Gallaher and I was afraid any reply of Sen. Hayes and himself might equally be misunderstood. (See all letters filed in office.)

When ratification of bill from Atlanta, I told my locomotive wanted to talk with me—be said my name was to be in as claim of CbK. Four times I told—this was the first back heard of it.

April 27, Thursday

Harding said Washington was furnishing at not bringing railroad claim—coal and less—what he wanted was to remove some obstacle be came to the withdrawing a member in short. Let us want to leave an issue, come to Board adapted to the one time of Bob-the not to meet formally only once a week.

April 29, Sunday

Spent at Bob, Hammond meeting at home of Ors. Eden. Col. Pearson, C. President and others there.
Saw the question whether we should not have care of our similarly situated. The trouble in they have said with a letter to him. The amount he should be related only to have communication with the future. See Copper. Sir Harding, on an interview with Mr. S. saying that must not ordered this.

May 2, Monday

Sir, Mr. Holler called and I told him about my check to W. C. and Mr. Wallingford. Mr. S. told me that he & Mr. Warner went to New York and said that the war is over and never to have any more. He would not have to reorganize the matter. I told him that he was not confirmed. I said then that it was not confirmed. I told him that he was in a matter for President to decide. He then said that he had told W. C. to divide in New York. He had said that the war is over and never to have any more. He would not have to reorganize the matter. I told him that he was not confirmed. I told him that he was in a matter for President to decide. He then said that the war is over and never to have any more. He would not have to reorganize the matter. I told him that he was not confirmed. I told him that he was in a matter for President to decide.
I agreed with Mr. McAdoo that he suggested nothing
and that it would be better to let Shy
know that he was really appealing to
McAdoo that the President could
welcomed the letter. It said Shy knew
McAdoo better.
finally, I suggested that Mr. McAdoo
before any answer was made.
I believe it is long overdue for a
complete attack on Mr. Taft that should
be advised. It was finally agreed
that Mr. Shy held me. 
late than 1 p.m. the Executive Order was
confirmed by the Senate.

As regards Shy's the following facts are
important. On Feb. 28, 1917, the Shy refused a demand to
short sold. On Feb. 29, Mr. McAdoo
Barings said Mr. Shy's business in low or endorsing $50,
a day at $500 per year, that was not to interfere with the work
as manager of Barings. Barings ordered
was in June 1917. On April 19, Mr. Shy telephoned
Mr. Shy was notified the late afternoon of April 19. On April notified Mr. Shy that Mr. Shy would be
Mr. Shy, in order that Mr. Shy could not have decided other.
Mr. Shy, I had never seen the letter
when I was away on Dec. 9th. Shy's letter was.

McAdoo said he probably would not
Board to look at least a million
sold to Shy.

McAdoo also said that to refuse Shy
had been to hurt his Co. into
restructuring, entailing a large tax on
the banks. It is that that might be good.
Friday, May 17

Cdr. Jones came sworn in. First deposed
me as Clerk Y Clerk present asked
when see Mr. Jones and my designation.
Bertie was my common present.
Felt to see Mr. The members thought it
unbecoming to administer Chairman Y be
thought them decision was in the whole
right. I held him I would need time to
organize better and would not
organize better until we can hold
them as to be able to coordinate
with Board,
for them work in my office and organized
departing Selden &c. Mr. Naffamy
often officer, Clerk, local clerk etc.
Selden, Clerk, Clerk.
Selden, Clerk.
Furthermore, Selden said the members all
wanted to move Chairman Secretary
that the work clerks only be done Y
him that he was further invaluable
in machinery work etc.
They were bound to be settled by the Clerk Y
and Chairman Clerk
I then explained the situation to Mr. McKee, who said it was all right to do what we thought best. He added that working was just coming in to us in one small matter. He also agreed to have Johnson made counselor. I told him I would have to select an assistant, that Williams had a man whom he thought a good man for assistant. He said this was all right and added that I should feel free to do whatever I thought best; that it was not wise to consult him as to details. I told him to bring who said the very thing to be consulted, whatever he might say.

I then saw Williams who agreed to join in what was above an understanding that chairman would work if and when it was found necessary, to have a say who did just as he liked to the work. Called up Jones who received it with gladly without an upset.

May 27. Monday.
Mr. Brown called and said the yolk, the bankers list of the 10 nearest towns are joined to be at 10, and that chairman, Warburg, say it was important that chairman declared to say no one had no idea, but to certify it, and that the chairman declared to just ask his wishes. He said that, was Warburg, and a telegraph said the very thing to be consulted, whatever he might say.

I then saw Williams who agreed to join in what is above an understanding that chairman said works if and when it was found necessary, to have a say who did just as he liked to the work. Called up Jones who received it with gladly without an upset.
May 31. On Sunday, 16, 1471.

3. Sicic, 4. Sicic. I was going to order N.Y. 

Martin wrote that acting in the interest of 

the gold in London at 4. 54s. 

One was in London at 4. 54s. 

that Martin asked to 

a source. And asked the loan to 

for N.Y. He helped Martin get the gold. 

It was not the same. 

N.Y. But it had help from N.Y. For 

they had to hand over 1. 0. 77 to 

as N.Y. He also said if it did not it would 

break off whole business. 

Martin said N.Y. It had been very difficult 

that it cost 5. 0. 77 to ship gold. That he 

had been ordered 5. 0. 77; that 4. 9s was 

a fooling cost of 4. 0. 77. He was 

cost of shipping gold. 

but for Martin. And Martin said Balancing. 

a dear. N.Y. Martin; that N.Y. told him 

did not know what. This particular 

was embarrassing or not. 

I told him it was his duty to tell the 

Martin. In N.Y. said he intended to 

the loan. 

June 5. Martin. 

3. Martin had letter from Martin the 

Balancing, that he would be unable to 

4. 0. 77, to liquidate it. 7. 10. 77 good to be 

delivered at 5. 0. 77 of England. N.Y. said 

quickly 2. 0. 77 a few. Martin quickly 

quickly. It was not trusting Martin 

quickly. N.Y. said we could write. Martin 

quickly telling him not about Ballying. 

not to write any more letters, to slight that 

did not have this gold 2. 0. 77 of 

the letter and to withdraw. 

May 31. On Sunday, 16, 1471.

4. Ballying. I said Martin had 

intended to 2. 0. 77 that was great 

shame. I was writing money out of this 

shameful situation. I quickly replied 

shamefully that such means should not 

be made to him. 

In a reservoir of the Martin 

said Martin had speculated in shame 

of change in the own account as well 

as for his own. I fear he will write the 

gold to his own account. 

4. 0. 77, he believed in leverage was 

acting as ally for Martin and 

the would receive several for the 

service.
James, 10th.

Invention letter from Martin. Request to come.

I said the Williams or the Board ought to be present about it. Martin heard by word before.

It was said that he had stated it about him

in the draft of letter to Martin giving the

consent of the authority based on the

letter to Balling. In his letter to Balling

with his lead, I was able to the Board; that Williams positively declined to allow his name to

be used as authority in the letter. Martin said we ought not to let the Board know that.

I saw the manuscript in the

office yesterday; that he sent a copy of the

letter to the Board to go to the Board and

that it was hold all still about Balling and that he was necessarily

still in Martin's record until.

But he said Williams was right and that

the Board should not be told.

The 3rd specimen fell that having told

that facts to the President, the President

sent a letter from the President. The

letter from the President from the Board

can properly be brought when him.
At dinner this evening I told Warren how my friends looked at me and said we had said of I went to try to see

additional edition WADe the first question to

would and asked if - Does Warren mean the

less? I told him to consider that
carefully. He answered me reply.

I thought there would be no

answer. I told him I would go
to Ally Dun to get him to say he had

his hand feeling well and recommend

for some other officer. I finally asked

him to bring it over & write me

the draft of my forwarded letter to

basis in my official - also draft of

letter to Ally Dun &c. &c. I would not send

until he writes me that he realize

his error.

He evidently had a severe case of

swelled head & thought he was with

sensible. I am not sure even now he

will admit any errors if he does

I will do my best to translate him as

 Ally been confidant & to secure some

other officer for him.

Judge Highty told me he was

very concerned & that seems to be

the general opinion, I am sorry to say.

He Highty told both his father & his

Ann told her Warren was the bram

of the Advocate!
June 7. Friday

D. E. Ve. Bank today said quiet. Went to N. Y. to

June 10. Monday.

June 23. Thursday

M. Miller said was going to take a month's

June 28. Sunday

June 28. Sunday

and yet he trust his chamberlain in war, sail-

M. Miller told me Ally she was cleaning,

right in demanding this dispensation. But

She lay down and nothing else be said for two or three that

it was a mistake of the head with

than the head.

I did not feel too any other but many

stated this friendly opinion - I was ready
to take the receipt, but he never asked
for it.

June 23. Thursday

M. Miller wrote letter to Board saying he had unjust

from N. Y. an exacted because of Major being

measures under somewhat similar

circumstances. (See Section 3.4.)

She M. Miller lives away for some

months. His mother told me his story

Clerked at hotel. She M. went to N. Y. for

the men. But every time I asked him what

and not put down into his lungs &

he was ordered to go to the mountain,

for we, I fear this looks like between

love! Poor men.

M. Miller's bank today said quiet. Went to N. Y. to

M. Miller said was going to take a month's

vacation in Calif. Set out secretly to take

vacation in Calif. Set out secretly to take

vacation in Calif. Set out secretly to take

Sean wrote letter to Board saying he had unjust

from N. Y. an exacted because of Major being

Barnum in an absolutely revolution.

Letter of N. Y. an exacted because of Major being

Barnum in an absolutely revolution.
June 27, 1861

1861

July 1. Left for Rhode Island.

July 3. Went to Sacred Heart Society in Providence to meet

Vice-president Ashley, who was with

the Vice-president and Mr. T. T. Clarke.

We are our guests.

3. Held lecture at 7:30 p.m.

4. At and helping Mrs. Lottie and Mrs.

Ashley called early in evening with

3 of their staff. We then went to

Middlesex Hotel, where they

were a fine military display.

The Vice-president delivered an address

as also of Mrs. Lottie and myself.

Then we went to dinner at Miss Whitehead's

and Mrs. Clarke. We were all

invited to the evening club.

Another man was seen on the street.

Another man was seen on the

street.


July 5. We went to the latter.

Mr. Anthony

April 15, 1861

I was very curious to know

what Mr. Anthony had said to Mr.

Anthony said that Mr. Anthony

had said to Mr. Anthony.

I was very curious to know

what Mr. Anthony had said to Mr.

Anthony said that Mr. Anthony

had said to Mr. Anthony.

I was very curious to know

what Mr. Anthony had said to Mr.

Anthony said that Mr. Anthony

had said to Mr. Anthony.
He had heard of their conspiracy. C. declared to him:

Finally saw every A. wanted C. to draw out his lecture but C. declined.

July 9.

Sumner was speaking to him all about Democrats. He said he was an ass.

Sumner said farmers were what labor done and been offered Delaware place in the 80's.

Sumner also said working would be asked to be admitted to Delaware 2 years sooner than he did not have the first term of 10 years.

July 12.

Waller told me it was the free labor party. I went to the House and found Mr. Chaffee. Sumner, standing beside me in the House in his shirt sleeves.

I returned then to the House and said we were responsible for voting him this salary of $8 per month; that our members voted $5 and our chief, $75. I said if $8 and we lost, he was a liberal salary. I said if he lost we would lose him. Sumner objected; said hello did not like the new, they as much as said that other $1.50. The office of each member was his own to determine.

July 16.

Saw Mr. Waller in the Assembly room. He said members I went into Waller's office this morning and bound the Chaffee, Sumner, in the shirt sleeves, smoking a cigar and washing a plate. Also said that I
had learned from a confidential source that
her husband was generally known as the
money man concerning comment on
him was discussed. Word of the
being well known to me, my association
with them. Miller and \&c. thought the
action was because their company could
not make that the Miller had come back
than other members & chiefly secretaries
they felt; 4) that Miller borrowed his car
to Jacobsen while he was away; they
were always most; 5) that of money
but wished he left for West. The news
in this office. chiefly contrary to their
belief, nothing was done to us; 6) least it
was all right to do the man in at
50 per month. Delano said he didn't
want work nor beer but at the same
time in five weeks it was reflected he
did not belong; that he did some work e.g. called at Miller house on the
walk through &c. I said of Miller had heard two a messenger
salary. 65 per month, would not
have been so bad & I could leave it as
a question of good taste, but it seems
to me outrageous. Delano said Miller
would probably later return & when he
returned \& perhaps might claim half
of salary.
I said Delano was often to services
attacked \& that the Board also might
be attacked. Word of Delano said of
attacked an old operator himself
constantly & they cited fact that
Congressman had clerks who did
little work. Too it remained silent.
Delano told me Miller had objected in
to any member of his sending out
messengers in Mandeville, he was so
concentrated!
As I remember, Dy. Miller said I was
right. 2 years ago Miller had his
washed woman exhibit as a scrub
woman, just before, I believe, he
went to California (between)
July 18, 19---
Delano said he had just told them, from Miller,
to whom he had allegd. arising that Ms
dupontes something or other to 5000
amount which Del. said was now the
wages of messenger. He so voted, Del.
saying Miller did not vote amounts
already paid above them.
+30. Delano good boys as he leaves tomorrow.
to prevent trouble as well as the Board. I think he is almost the most hypocritical man I ever met. He has high principles on book – as able to live on very careful
with very different rules for those he wishes to others.

Aug 7, Friday

No word as to Warburg’s visit. Williams says he usually sent word to

work. I must now recite the letter which he showed me next

Monday. Williams seems confident W

will not be reluctant.

Last week Green told me Golden said

a man had told him that Brown told him

see Mr. had offered the 2 guns he

the 4th of 2 him. Brown

I can not believe this new down talk.

Brown has only been here almost 76 of

the time since has been in New

he. Eber. He seems to be of fair ability

but is not interested in his work.

His arrival has thrown a terrible

burden on the other members.

Brown’s time expired tonight at 59.23.

10th.

The Bank has written me a letter. I copy

that in case you mention the line of

W’s letter to him. Eber was to be

related that he had voluntarily resigned to

be
I am really sorry we were not notified by this means of great alacrity & having much on the system. The trouble with him is that he is an intriguer as shown by his effort to cut down the Reserves on the 12th & the plot to send me on the Curey List. This cunning, however, will not succeed, though he has a chance. I believe myself he and above recent friendly still.

At 1 P.M. Missed Dr. Roads hence to work as they & Vasy had invited us to their house. Miss Roads, Miss D. & Miss Vasy & myself left above recent friendly still.

We are evidently being disappointed by his not being satisfied in what he had confided by condoles that the Reserve had been of much use. The Reserve had been still often no objections that were sufficient. Reed & consulting had had the smaller measures. He was very little at this. Tonin and instructed he would get
He also said Lefebvird said that Bancroft would come a greater force in July. He also said Harding was to resign his position for 1 year.

Sunday, Aug. 11

Passed on Harding at the club-ter in a fairly

reform to Grand rapids says among to put

his to Smoot's invitation of a middle west;

that Bon is not located in a Southern

future, not being in cotton belt; that

just the gambling, black of country on

being much, of the flat. This means that

no member when 24 or 25 years can

even be a member of Rep. I can't agree to

this. I think if the force line would possess

of Bon is added.

Aug. 12

Williams asked me to send you to see him,

as to who a member of every channel in

in Bon (meaning Bon). I did not. Said he.

Aug. 15

Harding resignates as now on another

year. He told me Warburg, who was his

yesterday, told him. Sylly Be had definitely

offered 10,000 to all the share who had

not 2.5, to consider this family. He, 3rd

time and asked him to 5. Breckinridge funds

of 50,000.

I feel this story should have taken me

into his confidence. He has been true since

Monday & I have not seen him and

Williams is with him all the time.

Harding set they boarded every Monday but

they seemed worn out and voices very

weak.

Pine of the law, since law has been him

only 4 or 5 of the law - he seems more

advocated in protecting them anything else.

It is said he seems to be a man of fair

ability & he is said to have a "true"

in type. I should have heard this or

the 9th but from my last to.

His absence has greatly increased work

of the other members.

Hand. Sect. 5

Bancroft, W. S., the Stanley & Co. as per

before law. Some more or for such, to mail 2,500,000

of Notes to send equal unit of account, mailing

Nov. 23, law it had informed personally to Williams

and seeming to hear it polished. The Notes have

2% last year and allow over the rate

setting at 7%. The sequel of days were to

receive the law or next of said, 2 1/2 to many

total Comes about $5,750,000

Before leaving I told me see Mr. asked him to

say this off-lying with my own ability. He

is still in health and I often the new unless

a more genuine and result. He Lefebvird

told me he did not agree to that he

thereafter the notes would be generally placed.
and could not agree the last time. He contended that 3/4 of their assets had been withdrawn in 1863. Subsidiaries said the bankers wished to yield 2/3 of their pledged assets, or that only

Williams browsed troubled steadily. 

Subsidiaries were inspecting the last time the whole city banks. The bank had a serious rate of interest, and then he decided that it was clear, but the rule to execute a 50% reduction rather than let their money do its[2/4] allegorical deeds. 

The banks said they did not make the rule, and that if P. B. would agree to take their notes and not offer them until after 1865, then they could be perfectly satisfied. The[2/4] interest rate must have taken higher. 

Finally, said another, some collateral strengthen the banks could withstand the whole city banks. But he said not even partially. The banks said they did not think the interest of the[7/4]s could be closed, but the banks were not able to say that. He said the banks did not think the interest of the banks could be closed, but the banks were not able to say that. 

Finally, we adjourned until 11 a.m. when banks wrote us a letter to which we replied.

We stood pursuant and cited not common, as not interest at current time but 4% of 4%. But did not safe after but been away through many rates of interest. He took then that if P. B. worked to rule that new assets would to eligible they could come back & renew their subscription. 

I have only heard of a few that had paid earlier in a future whatever the P. B. did might rule. 

Subsidiaries was very indignant that very short to mean in that Williams not through how said he felt sure they had not been fairly informed by Williams. 

It is another instance of the company represented by some behind banks of the associates. The whole town etc. they were insured by the B. E.'s short rate effected as hot hours. Before we left each to the few days away on a 2 centers line "terminating terminals." He was done nothing about P. B. whatever he was utterly reflecting his duties in the matter. 

Read in 1868 the other morning I succeeded him as inspector of the B. M. Res. Rel. in frame broad mentioned to him & some to be. But in any opinion he could be a good man.

End of Meeting

Williams mentioned to me that they all
request a small addition of 1000 to 5000 a day at PM Bank; 
Meeting of New Board; 
I moved that we renew telegrams so that new credit will be eligible at PM Bank. Healy & Miller voted no & mover was lost. 
Dan said regarding them access to their records, in PM Bank would require certainty & take longer, than previous them old board did. 
Mr. said we ought to have obtained the access & I explained that we felt best to accept the said that it cannot regain 
1st, because I am inclined to thing they are more worthy right then. 

3rd. S. S. 
Bankinghouse as closed except to new having 
been to close too be blunder; that the leaves had adverse it of discretion of the PM Bank that 
the not received its呜m to much to win. 
Mr. was I, then said he had changed 
The various & had reached conclusion that 
without this clear credit must not require 
loan yet that every day counted & 
that now he felt it might require loan. 
He asked with Mr. Shaw & I seemed 
to know of no claim why it could 
not be forwarded, e.g. that know 
they must have to stay slightly higher 
rate. In 5000 to 8000 & Mr. 
Mr. Shaw said would have ample time 
until open to & close of Labor 
and very late maturity of the needs. 

Sec. 8, Banking 
Jeff. proposed to attend meeting, we voted to 
achieve a balance now to trade effect with 
the loan, except as to rates & terms, with 
Liberty to Bo, to earn direct to use and not 
through N.Y. But to determine as to 
the balance of rates & terms, after 

Sec. 10, 
Morgan in N.Y. times of Sec. 10 defended rate 
of 9 1/2% on loans who he asked to finance 
the 3 West, Bldg. PM rates said 7 3/4% was a 
renew rate and that 9 1/2% be as seen 
demand and 1 1/2% for syndicate was a 
renew rate. 

He contracted with them in Amur 11. case 
the synd. new rate to receive 1/4 and 
the synd. 2 1/2% - a slightly renew rate. 

As to the 1/4 address, new rate to divide on 
200, 60, 20, it is interesting to remember 
that was for 300. Carbon would now 9% in 
both, 60, 60, and that it charged 7 3/4% to alienate & also, 60. 
I believe 7% is at most 7 3/4% not on 
ancient. Our 60, 60, it's extended credit 
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Last week the Com. & Bond issued a notice warning
in part: the bondholders on the rise of many
additional repurchase shares. For my part, I received
from them the suggestion to a conference with the
Bond & the Bank. The Com. & the Bank, Mr. 
both suggested that it was intended to
release a memorandum from one of their
representatives. It seems referred to the circular
that I received the next day which quickly
announced a conference in a few days.

Washington was visited by
Barnes & others on a trip they announced
that the bond was off. While I knew that
the Com. & Bond needed to be balanced now, we
also were to be visited by several other visitors
and could not be considered to be completed
a day or two later when called a conference
Of which Mr. & other members of the Com.
attended. Barnes, Washington, & others were present. It was agreed that the
bond stock was in clear hand in Barnes
to support it would be further all around
visitors.

I explained the arrangements & said it
was necessary for us to be holding at
bonnies, barnes & stocks while
Barnes was releasing sharing goodly of.
I then asked who, they then got it was true
to consider as bad, but Conner - I think, it was
able to continue acts in your

To release all kinds.

They all thought we ought to continue & the bond
and to draw a bill going on the house we needed
it & we would, he was to be expected to recover. It thought
it must be important for me to continue. I read
the bond bill we ought to be considered with
the bond bill. He was the chairman. He said
he really tried for the bond bill. He
suggested that one bill in a joint maintenance shall
not be issued until as an appointment. I
advised the afterward calling a conference of
barnes to later on the conference to be
thought of very advisable. I think I would
be done.

I then called Mr. Green & said at any moment
I would bring up matters of a conference. He
said that the day before a telegram had
been sent calling a conference for directly
Nov. 15. I was arranged at that time
in that that Green called the bond without
any authority from the bond board - a most
amazing presentation of powers.

I then asked Green & others - both had gone
away to draw a bill. Later, in Friday Nov.
15. Green that rat a letter and a bill
in us. The present bond was deferred but
the act of barnes was made chairman - a
graduals staff at me which I shall not
wrest.

He said the racks & barnes called me at my
home & said he had just discovered
that it was had sent to the bankers a
notice that some contracts of buildings would have been renewed if other events indicating that the lid was off. I waited some time to see Banks & to observe activity of other until it was too late, when he tried to sell it but could not. He was very much distressed.

Monday 10/16, I saw them. We had the big hotel killed one term. I think members wanted time & needed it. I saw if that if not done they would wind up.

I saw July at 2.30. I read there was nothing in the statement on the way about interfering. I think that the statement that the action of the money is intended to encourage others to undertake without delay the fulfillment of the many and various undertakings because needs of the country.

He seemed anxious & I suggested that he have a conference with the Board & let the Board know about what we wanted to do under the circumstances. He pointed at times & said this was just what he meant & could not leave well. I say so.

He said he was tired & that he was ready to quit. I think it was published that he would have

Ww./25

By the following my advice & head conference w. Bank. I read it to them. I read them & asked them clearly. He asked how long they held property & they said about June 1/7. He strongly urged them to be on time there was every indication that by June it would probably be wound up. It was in June.

On the 1st we had a conference of banks of best known & trusted. They all strongly urged our going in and Banks pledged instead of deposited lenses. At last 10 or 11 we all felt we could probably be wound up but that action of the conference had great weight w. them & he really thought we could put them into 20% without new legislation.

The next day we learned that Banks had late night & by no further instruction would be surrounded by the Board. This was another blow on us. Then came the worse had. Not told us it could no longer advise us on to capital reduction. I had at request of Bob written & at that the Board should delegate to the
The central topic of changes of banks was often discussed, as he had been in the Reserve Bank. I said he wanted banks into the

After this, Green & Flower insisted on making a letter to Mandel advising one named, among others.

I then had another conference with him.

I told him that it was the usual plan, unless of course it would be easy to remove all responsibility & could be done to best advantage. If we believed it would be good, but that I would not, and so full sure the others members could not action it. The President wanted it & even the President to instruct us.

The meeting was adjourned.

We arrived at our usual arrangements to agree in view that the Report was good, and, therefore, the meeting lead to an ad hoc meeting. Gradually becoming more liberal in our decisions, until the President decided to amend some rules.

I held another meeting on my own initiative. I had Flower & Green present. Then, we reviewed N.J. and before going back on some points of the Report, advising them to amend some changes. Our coming was only to long, also to recommend new legislation creating a Bank of New York.

We decided that it was summer to do this. At this time, we presented the suggestions, in view of the Board's request. It voted that for 3 weeks we shall make no second time. Left for us to work under new arrangement being more liberal.

Almost at 4 o'clock, the President was called on. He explained...
Late Sat. evening Dec 23. Adam Newton asked
a special caller, lester saying I ought to be
advised and offering to take me.
I wrote the abd a small letter saying the news
will go into history abroad of Hamilton
as the absolute tyrant now ever tried;
also gave Royalty an not to touch Cubby.

Nov 30, with.

The public Ridge, Keno states that the tons
of loco. 800 tons. the market is clearly shown;
many shipwrecks in the channel strongly in
many favor. See Sec 7 41

Nov 29. Thanksgiving Day

Sec. Newton played golf with us in R.R.
very much disturbed over future
negotiations. said the mystery of Russia was injuring the
balance; that the comments of the future
negotiations were in some respects scandalous;
the cause was much a friendly matter;
and the other matters, dear friend, dear friend, this
was true, we all the same case. the said
strong belief will be a valuable asset that
we would be pleased to go as a vector; that
there was needed a great with a friend,
and more, this; that sad. mines were
now stop. the presence of leading
mining and mining
also took Newton health determined to stay
and until all negotiations were settled;
I did not intend to speak on this subject, namely, to illustrate it, as I should have preferred to wait for the President's remarks. However, I think it would be better to state the facts of the case, as I was aware that members of the Board would be particularly interested in the matter. Therefore, I propose to state the facts as I know them.

I suggested that we all or anyone else be called to no particular order of business, that the Board be informed of the facts, and that the Board be informed of the facts, and that it be ascertained what the Board's wishes were. It was understood that the Board's wishes were to be ascertained as soon as possible.

The Board was informed of the facts, and the Board was informed of the facts, and it was understood that the Board's wishes were to be ascertained as soon as possible.

The Board was informed of the facts, and the Board was informed of the facts, and it was understood that the Board's wishes were to be ascertained as soon as possible.

The Board was informed of the facts, and the Board was informed of the facts, and it was understood that the Board's wishes were to be ascertained as soon as possible.

The Board was informed of the facts, and the Board was informed of the facts, and it was understood that the Board's wishes were to be ascertained as soon as possible.

The Board was informed of the facts, and the Board was informed of the facts, and it was understood that the Board's wishes were to be ascertained as soon as possible.

The Board was informed of the facts, and the Board was informed of the facts, and it was understood that the Board's wishes were to be ascertained as soon as possible.

The Board was informed of the facts, and the Board was informed of the facts, and it was understood that the Board's wishes were to be ascertained as soon as possible.

The Board was informed of the facts, and the Board was informed of the facts, and it was understood that the Board's wishes were to be ascertained as soon as possible.
sentiment had great importance in the resolv- 
ing, all things. He said Webster said "he 
was not my job" and sent his time.
I am glad to know my matter has an 
advantage. I am satisfied with the 
way in communicating with the President. I 
tried to settle, I never tried and never will 
such any object; that was one of my 
principles. I lamented and settled my 
account. He said it was completely 
closed, and that I was the only man 
left to understand the work.
I said that the President will remain 
with Williams or Stan.
Williams has been very quiet lately; re 
questing nothing about the old removals 
or even. I am satisfied that he gave two 
letters expressing his desire about 
Williams' even if he were again 
referred to on the outside of any other 
letter. The President let me know that 
the matter is now to be taken up.
I had never thought to be near anything so near as to send my best wishes, especially considering that when I was first elected to the House I should have had to send my best wishes. I now apply to this House, but nevertheless I am very reluctant that I was substantially not considered at all, just as if I were entirely unsuitable for the Senate and President.

Since then I have got pretty close to the Senate, and I feel that I have been by not taking some man from New York, a man from the North, advanced the Republican Party on a generation - a man - I believe in the good North. From now on the Republican Party cannot be the rule and I have the best chance at the next election will go out of harm's way as a generation. In the whole I ought to be glad I am not as it.

From now on I shall elevate my wife's building and the 3rd Reid on it without it is well known the advocate to write the many words to save in the near present or past or can. I opened the first draft as a summary of reading & decision to write the note system, but I want to write the greatest leader.

We went in very much and now I valued my judgment in all matters - and this is my second.


William called me in the evening and said that now were agreed when and would go in tomorrow.

Thurs. Oct. 5.

Clay's name sent to denote. The Coffin name not sent in an member of N.Y., the slavery debates which forced him into very good markets so I thought it would join.

I have yet the interest in N.Y. I merely recommended him as a, of his moment besides on the whole, and feeling that it was really endorsed that the office vacancy had been so long unfulfilled.

We in New York always it never too good that I as far as the place was being filled.

This room has fully come in and said the very wanted my felicitations - I said I had not been in office but would get me. I should go from there to camp immediately. The N.Y. engineer in our estate, then then strongly confirmed his site. I wrote this story that his name would go down in the address.
eral Brearly Burrough’s hearings.

Tuesday, June 6.

Conference w. M. Agents on to talk, In. knew
approving urged me to continue. Agents
seemed divided.

Mr. steel wanted Mac’s preliminary exchange
of Eel/Efree for workmen. Secretary, I
asked him of Mr. B. if he had been delegated
by Mr. B. to take control of such exchange
as intended by khaln co., manner & as seen
when I had worked & explained the latest bond
No. I wrote to J. to write up directly
saying this. 850 red notes. had decided
not want any amount

The meaning is trying to make a “joke” of
this case. I am.

We all agreed it was impractical that
President not in his message to long.

Clearly stated that the past was forg.

We are 2 of all become my room.
We call lunch. that

Now the limits were something they can no longer advance
us & any other.

We promptly submitted 2 questions to
Agents to answer. This fact was actual.
In the 1870s I had a talk with John Dunbar. He said that I had asked him to produce a report that I did not think was quite right. The report was based on the reports that I had written. He said that he did not agree with me.

In the 1870s I had a talk with John Dunbar. He said that I had asked him to produce a report that I did not think was quite right. The report was based on the reports that I had written. He said that he did not agree with me.

In the 1870s I had a talk with John Dunbar. He said that I had asked him to produce a report that I did not think was quite right. The report was based on the reports that I had written. He said that he did not agree with me.

In the 1870s I had a talk with John Dunbar. He said that I had asked him to produce a report that I did not think was quite right. The report was based on the reports that I had written. He said that he did not agree with me.
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In the 1870s I had a talk with John Dunbar. He said that I had asked him to produce a report that I did not think was quite right. The report was based on the reports that I had written. He said that he did not agree with me.

In the 1870s I had a talk with John Dunbar. He said that I had asked him to produce a report that I did not think was quite right. The report was based on the reports that I had written. He said that he did not agree with me.
I am of the opinion that we should make no arrangement to accept [illegible] sum, but let it be so stipulated that if we are wrong in this, the President must take the bill and lose it. He was not told that we were not to have any control over the currency and what is to be done with it. He has seen the statement that we are not to have any control over the currency and what is to be done with it.

I am of the opinion that the President should be given full control over the currency and what is to be done with it. He has seen the statement that we are not to have any control over the currency and what is to be done with it.

I am of the opinion that the President should be given full control over the currency and what is to be done with it. He has seen the statement that we are not to have any control over the currency and what is to be done with it.

I am of the opinion that the President should be given full control over the currency and what is to be done with it. He has seen the statement that we are not to have any control over the currency and what is to be done with it.

I am of the opinion that the President should be given full control over the currency and what is to be done with it. He has seen the statement that we are not to have any control over the currency and what is to be done with it.

If I am right in this, the President should be given full control over the currency and what is to be done with it. He has seen the statement that we are not to have any control over the currency and what is to be done with it.
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I am of the opinion that the President should be given full control over the currency and what is to be done with it. He has seen the statement that we are not to have any control over the currency and what is to be done with it.
Mr. Bullock's resignation. He said the leading
Wallstenites were of & as long. I explained
that Harding & Whelan came into my office
rate one PM, just when Bullock was gone
to keep secret. There was great difficulty
in getting anything in & question was whether
to let it so near to the floor. Member. Finally
a street last very complimentary intellect
was read by Harding & with some
changes by Whelan was accepted.

Williams described at great length of
the former, sendees of Mr. W. He did
not seem to think that any me of
was made any difference?

Dec. 10. Monday
McVay came down from Paris. the local
weather, snow and wind. in counter of local
draw on all, allowing McVay came to
Bunch as a secretary, a friend who was
been instructed, we voted in the Board
to have the Co. investigated by an accountant
of the book, investigated by the tax
author.

McVay went into the city. Some at 8 or 9,
before he called me at it. I asked him to
be as short & further said he would
be given a lecture to absorb &
and added. I thought probably, an
interview that Bunch ultimately
July 12, Monday.

Lunched w. Mr. Harding. He intimated that he was thinking of going.

A share of a new creation of the party, says, an attempt was made to intimate and discourage him, but not yet succeed. He says that small boys were not firmly with him. He also said the Republicans must try to abolish the Constitution. I think most of the Democrats have tried. I don't believe we can be alarmed of Mr. Wilson's ability to handle Congress, under the small mind of Mr. Wilson except of much see of Treasury. It would require very many limbs of the Congress already on Board if I could bring awake his attention to a man who had time enough to consider who he is. He had not the A.M. Bryan notion called. He said he was satisfied that Mr. Brown & the friends wanted a fight in the senate of ice or snow, a man who could dominate Congress, and that he had not yet to be shown. There was the last man. He said he told that I could object as intelligently and as powerfully as them. I don't think than will be a fight at all. It was not the Democratic house in Congress. The President had taken one of the last subcommittee out of Congress in anything than & it will weaken our Democratic critic.
Mr. Hoar then said the Board ought to ask Congress to vote the present scale of 6 or 7 thousand dollars to each member to assist in paying for every member's expenses during the 2 years of his service on the Board.

I at once stated I should not join in any such action that it would create a bivouac in Congress. That any such action would seem to the Board would be unfair to the member with the best services. He set the best men away would be to have some, Congress members introduce a bill and then have the effect of imposing its demands. He said the service of the members should not be included in the resolution, but that it were a wise one to favor as to the des of陕西, French and others. I consent to the5
Any such move in our favor would be ridiculous!

Mr. Hoar said: in a letter the other day, we must know the exact facts about the matter. Finally it was agreed to have a special meeting tomorrow at which I would be present, I come to settle the matter.

President says the war!

James said very authority in carrying this way that the Blue Party had been in decline. Southern Party; that the North Priest was useless; that George Clark, Reuben Platt, had done all in their power to protect against near a year; that the Senate felt that the Whigs would subdivide the war was better than the Republicans; that there opposed with their Florida vote the idea.

He also said that in the last long campaign. Bullitt and Jaramoto wanted to break in the West that the people said they did not want them, that the west in favor of them to open their month, and that their engagements had to be cancelled.

I told James that no friend of mine, with any knowledge in content had become me for this or any other reason. He seemed very indifferent at this whole situation.

Dec. 14, 1861.

I am hearing of band called to take new

salaries of Congress—especially N. Y., etc., see Mr. E. Ball.

He attended morning—said Elias could not come but agreed by a letter that salary of man of N. Y. house should be paid at $1,000 and other salaries throughout system adjusted accordingly. He stated that he himself and his to state them to Board.

Board finally voted to pay the salary at $2,000—this was unanimous.

We them went outside to discuss them to deal by having anything for their own about 1,000 or $1,000 them (the Bunker said 1,000).

By Room, asking very concessions seeds.

saying, among other things, that he was the most brilliant Sec. of State (see) this country was ever heard. He in a blustering said: you mean Sec. of Treasury but Sec. R.

who is quite dead did not hear it.

He, that said for about 15 minutes he never once mentioned that last dead, who had done so much for me, for the 7th New Bk. No dead nor any one any way to the other who not outside them. Hence a professional child would attend.
...was maintaining the name of the President.

The Red Cross Board then met again and voted on the world-wide schedule of salaries, which, by the Senate's recommendation, was reduced to $15,000 instead of $30,000 as recommended by the N.Y. Committee. It being voted on a committee that when acting as for the Red Cross Council $30,000. It was suggested this committee.

During the meeting, I received a letter from Mr. E. saying he did not want a transfer in any way. I went in and talked with the committee, who asked me to come back to come right over to see him. Later both held out the Red Cross formally opposed it to live on because of the Red Cross. But when they said they wanted to live it they would live on the Red Cross.

Late in the PM I called Blanck in to dinner. He had another engagement. He was very cordial. But this love to Berita he said I could be surprised when I found out what effect he was going to have in the Red Cross and Berita, and that the Red Cross could live in Berita.

It was just a couple around to me to be the entrances, mentioned out of...
I reminded him that Mr. Aldo at this meeting said, and so promptly that Jay's salary should be as high as any deputy. I said that he should have 7000. Mr. Williams denied this but Mr. M. confirmed my recollection. I also understood the story to say that Mr. Aldo concurred in this. He said that Mr. Aldo went on to say that the N.Y. office was paying $5000 on String and $500 on Williams. I know the story said Aldo favored the $5000, but I am not sure that Mr. Aldo said that Mr. Aldo said that hearing Jay's salary at 7000. Mr. Aldo himself, however, said specifically favor it as stated above.

The morning went. Mr. Aldo then spoke, then with a warning that the Allie had unanimously agreed that the health of N. Y. and N. Y. of the chief plans should be broken by this. The Allie had been agreed upon and that it was not clear to write their two questions; the Post said that this is the next point of the debate on our Senate.

Of course, this shows that the Allie have made a combination against Wilson. Cried in by the Senate Republicans. Note is only not worth to write that Wilson should at once say that if permanency were not to be considered by the
Conference to will withdraw the allegations. I saw it and it has become publicly in British Conference. That the U.S. did not become a country until nearly involved in the America of neutrality of America; that the U.S. is not interested in the present boundary and tendencies to withdraw until the American remains of the question of the Peace of the lands in which the U.S. is interested. My opinion that British would generously apply the allies to which I would confirm the Reports of the Senate, vote, & believe, are substantially in the West against union. Secret department in getting in the British work. I believe the Senate, Reports should be asked directly at any have communicated to the allies in this question.

I can see a great moral here which many young men coming elections for my House that the Party.

Last week. Brown of Col. He came over to Washington & called on Lincroft. He did not then call on Col. Col. Lincroft very vigorous line. He was soon out of sight of Col. Col. Lincroft left to congress. A black was kept for one signature & I signed it as Chairman and

sent it to Boro. Boro & I went and met with unknown Brown did not send it to Williams who was in his office but said it direct to Speaker of House. On hearing this I prepared a letter to Speaker saying that all names (except Brown) be added as regular. Williams said it wrong to be sent to Brown prior to obtain his authority to add the signature. I submitted more to the meeting of Council that Brown lend lend writing to do with removing the report on the head absolutely neglected this duties and that of them were any more delay the Public Business will prevent the whole without any other signature. He said insisted that it should be sent to Brown and this was done. Brown never acknowledged was the recipient of the letter, nor do we as I know, did he ever acknowledge letter of Boro suggesting that he should write. As a result the whole were turned by Public Business, only 3 signatures. Williams must humor himself for this.

Last Friday evening we just a dinner to him. After dinner, again rheumatism. After dinner he told Hiram that he went to the President to urge him to cut some slack in the Peace Line; that the Peace.
I noticed that the bill was due on the 10th of the month and I announced that it would be my business after Jan., to send a letter asking him to allow me to know of the time any objections I had that interview w. him. He agreed to delay the bill, and I said - when I heard that the bill would have a bill as on a Note Blue St. by Conn. we would consider it in any way new doing in until Congress decided the matter. He agreed with me that there would be no element of selling such a bill before Congress at the decision. he has also said so many times ago.

I also told him about Brown of the Ck. he has come to and the remark was many months ago about bill charged. and said it had got around. I heard an attack on congress. I told him East had declined to accept the bill. and he said he was very glad because he was a Republican! Mr. then asked me to look into joshua B. Eastman saying he might be useful in stead. Conn. Conn. He was for years of the public insurance league. I told him I thought he was a very good man but could not do him any more carefully.
A new note of Sen. Knope's attack on the
sentimental league of nations in the Peace
Treaty which was made this way, I have
read it in the morning since in my way
to custom. I was at home on the Senate-
floor in the Senate and started the lecture against lucifer in
announcing, if the Senate in late that
they were unanimously opposed to
leaving the treaty; anything leading
through a league of nations a mission of
the day. I added that, if this were true
I feared, the peace would go directly to
the Allies that the Senate delegates would
not withdraw from the conference and
join hands.

Actually then, became very excited and
said that it just the President's plan.
No one, let's put him away in this
very matter. He said to me - you know
more about molecular psychology that
idea and he asked me if the best
was a way of accomplishing this if claims
made it possible. He said, I explained
to him the necessity of leaving the whole
world made before and then at this
psychological point to start.

I will lend yesterday, Monday. Mr. Jones
said that Senate was rather interested on

I now to note against a league of Nation-
so as far the Senators all seemed to want
to do and I expressed the opinion that the
real lesson for any such change of policy
was that they felt the publicity already
from their views and accomplished
their object in letting the Allies know
that they assumed that whatsoever that
in the event did not occur any desired
offence would be the Allies apparently
along the lines already had for delay
the whole arbitration of the treaty of
the peace of the world. We agreed with me entirely
as to this.

I then said, could not have demonstrated
something in detail, just knew and budget
and reflexes only if they treated with
naturally written letters to some of the different places of the Allies
money known their claims. He had
thought thus a good idea.

He said the President was bound to come
at that event, if the threat to draw
the truth would largely substantiate
at the Republicans and some Senators
in the Senate will be changed with
the nonexistence of meeting at the
Peace of the world and that this
would make the Republican Party,
I said of their skill to resume the
President will hear a great deal more which we must be ready to inform about. 

I am sure in my mind that the President desired a Memorandum, but that would amount to being a draft.

It then told me that he was arranging to have the President send us a letter - that he had written in May, very little that I could and reported to him very particular letter. I said - things are at a very low level in Boston and nothing shall be done. I added that the President had received another extremely urgent request from him to which I acceded some two or three times already, I told him to the President to select the amendment by any one of them, although he did not say this, I for the draft some in my mind that it was the President wanted to do something to arrange the draft. I say that he was a selected President. The suggested amendment of his was not some kind of arrangement, but some kind of to him this week.

Finally, in my mind, the most well, nothing else. I have been told

throughout whether he does not intend to in. The whole measure background were very much a surprise to me in regard to the great and not be serious by the President by the President and assistance.

Friday, May 19.

I then asked the judge Brander and told him I had been asked confidentially as to judge 18, in the newspapers, that I had said that in my opinion he was a very fine fellow man, and I asked judge 18.

I was asked. I said yes, in every way. He is one of the finest, most capable friends in the House. I told him I was glad the case of my opinion, wrote along the lines of mine, and

ended a very sorrow note from Williams complaining because there was a draft. House could not be sent to Congress with only 3 signatures. Said be had just discovered this and had been told, he had been told he had been told.

Correct it. I brought it and at the meeting that was. I wrote, I signed it and sent it over with instructions to send it to Congress in that day. The House was late in P.S., that the 7 boys added their signatures and gave it to Deeds instructing him to obtain volumes.
signature and send it to Brown as I instructed him. They added that they reliabled the letter at the Money Office but it was not there and could not be found until it was sent to Brown.

Later I called up Calhoun who confirmed what Brown had said except that he said that while Brown called me the clerk of the Money Office in Brown's absence. But he did not call me the Office at the Office.

This should have been dealt with and was a request to be angry.

That the mistake was not entirely my own, he made entirely to the Constabulary.

I the very next day after leaving of the opinion declared a letter to the Secretary of the Treasury saying that all members of the Board should be induced to send a letter to Brown. In the meantime I had written to Brown in a letter to Brown before sending the letter.

Brown in fact did not answer the letter to him. He ordered me to send the letter to Brown yesterday and we have had a letter.

4:30 PM

See. Calhoun came on and said he knew nothing about it. I said that we ought to continue our business and not disorder. I explained matters finally to Calhoun.
made this announcement? I explained
we did not have to make an announce-
ment, that we were to do that.
I then told him our embarrassment was
unavoidably & urgent for that was
5% & 1% of the coins were in bank
money to us, that we discriminated
against but our moment was voluntary
submitting to us while the Y went
ahead & not claiming any attention to
us. I also told him we opened &
declared阵地 attacked in Congress on every
coin because in time of mischief I
resolved, I asked that we were not
paid salary & that my friends are seeing
the in the Stacks of the Treasury to hold
a desk & I am not to be excused into
what I shall. I said I can do anything about it
if it is on the President. I said the
President can read us but the action
members are willing to keep it up &
then I went on further call.
Mr. Calhoun said he was suffering
on Mr. Van Buren hardly thin & asked if
I would hold use the two hour
announcement until tomorrow to give

Then a channel to them does it ever, I said of
sure we would be glad to do that &
left then.
Now then! He was ill, could not think, &
know nothing about it, constantly not
knowing what to say as between
Debtor-creditor killing one way and I
the other.
An act other hand Debtor-creditor has not
the leverage to regulate bond exchanges,
as I begged him to the letting authority
Mr. Calhoun was killing on, during this,
he has not the leverage to use long
to enact a blank by law, and yet he
has the assurance to demand that
are blank, shown of all money, desired
by every debt of the East, should
physician to continue to be lever &
were remarkable the Money good!
If it most extraordinary

Annually went onistant money to grant on
left time, come in Thursday, without waiting
to them from me 8 before my letter did

In my hand have reached this! It is no
character!
I was asked to come into see Mr. Jeannayt in a personal matter. He told me the President of the RH group was going to join the group of commercial bankers with Mr. Jeannayt. He said it was a personal matter and that some other banks were going to join the group and that the RH had dealt with it before. Mr. Jeannayt objected to any part of it. So I went to see Mr. Jeannayt. It turned out that we had had business to handle in Illinois. Finally after long discussions another meeting was called to handle it.

No word from Glass. He told Glass.
Glas called me and asked me to see him again. Said we were to be away for a week. I was going to be away, so we must go away etc. Accordingly I wrote him asking what his conclusions were.
Glass later sent me a letter stating that he had changed his mind about coming.

I am afraid there is a physical condition. So nothing lasting etc. can be said about it.

Then we met to see what could be done with the matter and to hand
he said yes, but I told him, we were going to resign, the very last of the afternoon, so as by being a President we can now yawn产值, sensible, sensible. Selden in about twelve, he to go to resign. He resigned to the newspaper interview.

I also want News to go, I had several salary checks by Brown & that I did not want to give them to him. Allan, he was my law entitled to them as the President had paid when I asked the office. Keeling me to distribute the office & of U.S. stuck away. Wylly had said, I ought to give them to him.

See Allan meet McAdoo brought Brown into this office shall him assistant and substitute him as a splendid scholar, bachelor etc.

Dec 23. Monday

To Hrs: Engagement of case. See lawyer. See Pats

Brown, of course, was not present. Brown went visiting without notice. Also Berg who spoke of Brown last of duty and said he was a shocker. See Pats, said that when he would have
laid to hear our terms continued to abbemiate
the bullet of items & 200 statements, namely,
as to the regularity of the Barons' statements
relating to additional without notice to a
consultation w. C. A. & C. as terms and by
advisedly accepted our conclusion. He
added that he intended to ask legislative
for Congress & asked me to prepare a
draft of statement to be issued by lui
at the same time as issued our
statement.

Debt & debt been published and sent me
the draft of statement. He suggested that
It stated that all previous decision
of Court were correct and remain
in force. He stated that we had
undertaken many conditions as to timely
with stock on clearing day of Court
and that our future to suspend
additional would be treated on the last
of June, as otherwise grain
imported could be done as certain,
away consequences would be looking within
additional conclusion why had not
advised to all debts or ahead without
any restrictions; that what I am doing,
not of course, inability to fraudulent
or whatever deceptive schemes, the

extent when we could not alleviate them all,
of course, if they went ahead we had no
power to stop.

Finally debt & credit agreed to my meeting
as to that conclusion but to arrange to
your power to Stowe who were to remain
in control and to Chairman of court
for an end to any such conclusion
when they deemed it just and equitable.

Late in M. J. I received on my hand
our draft today, I could not sign. We
now could do so if instructed him to
build another with similar terms with
the draft of the above to Williams & to the
Secretary of War. I said it cannot be
determined to publish it until very
had seen it. He said they called him on
Wednesday. The told him about it. I
waited him at such time to telephone him to
say nothing about it, which we published
at first.

Dec. 24.

Meeting of C. J. & L. & C. Williams, Drury & I.
prevented. We connected announcement of
request of me to Mr. Lee's arrangement.

To rise into his office and be read it
and authorized me to publish matter as
a statement of this & that, husband
by our will, it to be released on
Thursday.
he said was pressed by an immediate answer of the Belgian central bank to borrow over 50 million in U.S. He thought of new loans were not to be made by 20th to Mexico as he did not believe the idea of blackening the bonds in U.S. but he did not want to announce today if I said he suspected to want world as we know better what盛世 is doing was leaving that I would like World Bank of the workable amount. He said he agreed with it would work.

Also said that he lent was leaving the question from cold to cold, he was a Democrat. I pressed them with our Congressmen that did not help them as the question remain in cold, in words. I thought he did not get a better man. He said matters went very much wrong now in World Bank.

He asked me to send over Emma for book. So I went to my room and telephoned in. Asked if she had gotten over Emma and that he took the phone. She was back to desk earlier! Emma also said she voted for Wilson in 1912 and that in 1916 she voted for Hughes. He was surrounded everywhere. He said he did not like Senator Hughes and refused to act in the talk. Party and that if he knew what the news would be he would have voted for others.

I later see him & he asked me to ask them to come with me to see him whereas I did.

Later I wrote Eleanor sending him a copy of the book. Dr. Cline also has his own announcement.

2.6 Thursday

I was told that he did not receive any offer a tax to the Sec. of Treasury in charge of even before hands. Etc.

N.Y. Times printed this. His statement yesterday that he was leaving a speech in all active places. Called into my manager who said he will investigate. There was given word was prepared. I release Thursday afternoon. The above Press manager said hands did not hear yet statement form as it went at 4 p.m. Christmas afternoon.

He only often copy not wanted as he wanted was one. I put him prepared to read this was original. It was returned by see them.
Dec 27, Friday

Andrew Pettis, Mayor of Boston, sent Col. Lamborn two very entertaining letters about his intention of releasing Petronel of Kentucky from Such a county jail to send him back to a more favorable destination to him. Mr. Lamborn had never heard of this Petronel until Pettis told him of its address in Oct. 18. He promptly said we come here to work and command in this matter. We thought it was advisable to call Andrew down to rewrite him a letter characterizing this letter as discourteous and prominent on an isolated language that his statement that we first knew of this Petronel in Dec 18 was a very dreadful mistake. We decided in view of his statements to write one letter & so wrote Col. Lamborn.

Andrew was clearly playing Politics, if we had not called him down, he would have boasted of his election of our time. What he actually wanted was to kill this Petronel who was our own. When the responsibility really on us which is the least thing he would want. Personally, I believe that some one...
From sent over copies of 2 letters sent to me recent by column to the Curr., Louis.


2. Letter, or rather copy, dated Dec 10 to Curr.

Letter to Brown, of course. Brown letter of saying will communicate resignation to President. Failed Brown in highest terms.

You have been too kind to me, and have done your part here a true patriot. You have loved to write with the earnestness of sincere admiring and unfeignedly laboured. Considering that last summer he also agreed to call in Brown for leg influence because of the utter neglect of duty consideration abroad any Washington, and considering Brown's statement to me in the same sense that he also had not called the same cable. Has come to receive control of the telegraph line, Curr. in Kentucky. I am informed that Letterer ear wrote such a letter as in present very statements. It was felt that

Dec. 27, Friday

Andrew Celtic, Mayor of Boston, sent Curr. some letters very important letters about to Curr. delivering Petition of the Petition of the Curr. County jail to speak 1500 words for an important addition to this jail. He said he had never heard of this petition until Kelly had told him of its address to Dec 18. In partial incidentally said our Curr. had been "told something" in this matter. He thought it was advisable to call Andrew down to write them a letter characterizing this letter as disgraceful and saying not even possible language that this statement that his part never of this Curr. nor to his petition Kelly was under, as very favorable of the Boston Curr. in very words that Celtic had told him the petition filed by Kellyer might not be in a grant. We decided on view of the statements to write our деление x so wrote him x Kellyer.

Andrew was clearly playing politics, if we think not called him down, but called me as much of his concern of our concern, what he earnestly wanted was to hear these petition such view x our action. Where the pettiness, directly in view which as the best thing we were concerned. Personally, I believe that some one
Mr. Brown called me up in a cab, Lee Wallis.

I explained that the concern was not in the market for

Mr. Brown, I remember, told me that he

was arranging for the purchase of the financial

Panama and that he brought his friends interested

up to the office. He knew I introduced them to us. I

remember also that he brought three friends

to see us. In the room they had an interview. Brown

told me this himself.

On the 19 Sunday

Dr. Langham called me up telephonically

why he could not come to see me; he spoke

of his cable in order almost my appointment as

see, or Treasury, said he heard some time

ago matters were all settled for him. I

said if it had been offered I would have

accepted it. He said that matters were not

all right yet, many things,

many happenings in office. I said that I

thought my relations with White House

were very pleasant, and he said that

is so. Usually are a high esteem of

you; it will come out all right. He

said he wanted to leave a copy with me

about legislative Saturday I was interested

in had made no impression to let me,

which he did not specifically mention.

He said, there was no doubt that

he was acclimatized to him, and I thought

in a very friendly manner.
Jan. 1. New Year’s day. We.

I write briefly about Brown of Co.

Signed your letter to Walter

House. He said he would be in town at 2.

Rush to be released on or near 30th, the date Brown requested in his letter to me. I said the council

would allow to him.

Jan. 2, added some 200 telegrams from Brown

saying he was released on or near 30th and asking that all accrued salary checks he sent.

He was paid unusually to be sure the date

of release was near 30th. Wrote Brown sending back salary checks

writs called. He agreed with other

banks had lent heavily on bonds at inflated

rates. He said that at

our request he had not suggested 50% and that he would give

the matter some time before he would agree to the

idea.

If he placed the blame on us, we gave in.

He said "It was our fault. But if it requested we would

send up a man to examine it, and asked then

to make draft of letter.

He said "It was involved in a scandal in which an official but this I believe was not

involved. We should be released. I asked him at once to tell See. Baker

He said he had told him, that Mr. Bond

felt very strongly and personally

to me for it by telegraphs and

informed me of special situations, that

Brown looked to Have more than to Bank

while. The N.Y. bank who considered doing

a central but under control of other banks

agreed with us that the Board had handled all their fiscal matters, and

informed me of special situations, that Board can not

possibly do its work unless matters are given over to it. He said next few

must appeal to the magnes; if not

they will be wanted in later, must be

found & soon varied at some later.

He said he was satisfied with matters and

was in bad condition; that the Board tried to do so many things he had to learn

all details to subordinate who were
not big enough men to handle them.
He said Rev. Busby was pulled up
w. nobleman. also said there must
have through cleaning out a mess.
It will be held responsible for condi-
tion.

They told me that the President would be
seriously unseated in determining who is
not to replenish legislature in Congress.
Said he assassinated in past times but
also realized the consequences. He said
Reubens would protect the nominating
and undoubtedly throw it over to
next session. I advised him to have
law changed and force Congress make
Board within the under 70 yrs.
He feared decision of God might come
delay. I pointed out that no more
delay re. them now when aflame
of all. had to be secured. He feared
merely well put humiliated but I
said he could be a member of
Board if no reason to put him forward.
He then asked if Colee would do as
the President said. I would come
to late w. President & the said to do so.

April Thursday
I told him that the President was not altogether satisfied w.
their action. Nearing expiration in the other
will and that looking back suggested by
cable that8 Reubin is not over to W.
the Nanny & not Board. It did not
like this; he said the Board might not
to be represented at all as it had no
control over foreign exchange as they did
and better that to supply it delegating
from the President; that of Reubin to go
he should be given better of abnorm
by our Board in order to restrain the
head of the Board.

I agreed fully & said if he wished the
Board he might bend it in some
way with right thought. He agreed to policy.
In it said it could be abroad
to have both represented by each who
had served 2 terms & know
better of its traditions so violence.
Mr. Fisher very despondent about next loan; said there were almost 3 billions of bonds now carried by banks and there must be placed as well as next loan. He also said he shou[d]d remove from any future subscriptions & lend his cash into profitable investments to keep the banks from making new calls as every member felt borrowing still be discouraged for public bond issues; I thought this a selfish, highly unpatriotic statement.

Jan 14.
Furnished me with some of the details of the
insiders' secrets.

M. and I called on Capt. H. and the
middle level of the Market and talked and I repeated
my views. We also had a good deal of business at the
Board today, and was actually acting.

Jan 15. Wed.
Shaw left me at Board meeting that the President had called asking him to come over to Paris to address the business on some Branches. He said the board said that the President said that there was only five left in Board he would only a short absence would be necessary.

Having both me Shaw's shuck of it to the
same days ago and then admitted that he had known of it for 10 days but had never mentioned it; he was very indignant & said it was a job put onto him shrewdly. That Shaw was crazy to go & be relieved of the way he was. We both agreed that it was a great amount to let Shaw leave the Board at this critical time.

Darst told me that he had not been well
for some time; that he could not sleep & feared he was in the point of a nervous breakdown; that he had intended going off for a 3 weeks rest but that Shaw going would prevent this. I urged him to go & said I would do the other work gladly.

I thought it was his duty to go to Shaw.
and insist that the vacancy in the Senate be filled at once. He said he had strongly recommended Charles Eaton of Chicago for the seat, but Eaton was not much in favor of it; that Eaton seemed to think that the
of Indiana would stand it; he said that was a good bumper, and
was a Democrat & that that would cause trouble in the Senate. He also said he thought Eaton would have been elected for Congress of
were in black of wellen; that the President said there had been trouble in the case, and that there had been trouble in some of the things he had done in Congress & that Eaton had said it was not at all sure the President went back in the name. Eaton said wellen with great use the name William in Congress. I then said the bill was ready to change the law to
put the Council directly under the 7th
in the case of the day of hearing; that this was done in draft by Sarat. On then by 4th. Here the Council, under the day of hear
as President of the Senate, and that Eaton
in the Council which said it was his

intention of the Senate to make the Senate, responsible directly to Mr. B. This was changed back by Senate. (See my letter as to this in below.)
I then went in & told Eaton about it in his
mentioned & said some one must be sent in at once for vacantbecause he agreed & we said he had opposed it to the body of the Senate. I then, after
being a resident of N.Y., he was not eligible. He then suggested the of Indiana would. I wanted out that he was a Democrat & that; that he was a Democrat & said that although
a Democrat would make the few
the President would not make the
President a subject of political controversy. who would seriously engage its influence. Eaton agreed & not absolutely and the asked about Charles Eaton. I said I knew him but slightly and thought he would be a good man & wanted that we heard make a good record abroad.

Then said he would call the President.
In reading the circular letter I found me dated June 13 the Board of Chicago. So hardy stating among other things that the N.B.D. had recommended to consider a National charter for banks to do a foreign business. That he did not believe a Government bank should establish branches in foreign countries to do a general banking business; that it should not succeed in foreign countries to do a large way on the scale of profit; that N.B. Banks should not be competitive of private banks. I was suspicious of this letter since it impersonal that N.B. Banks are best Banks. I originally thought they were not.

Hardy and his idea in need was. However, I believe N.B. Banks would establish for this very function of conducting a national business when we are in the public interest.

Sec. Hays announced that he would recommend to the Sec. Board meeting today the question of interest of discount rates.
order to bring about liquidation was brought up. Mr. Miller favored cutting into the stock issue when the rate on 15 day bills, 3½ per cent, was lower declared by 50 basis points from the present rate of 4⅝ per cent (in all but 3 basis points) to 4⅝ per cent. The Board rate of interest, I said in general principles, was thought that no further discount would have to be done but it would have to be any discount which might be advanced against the gold. Mr. Hall said he was told him to say that he would not be present at the meeting but that he currently believed that the Board would not advance rate because such action would gravely prejudice the rate of interest; that it would not. Rate varied, yielding of rate on 15 day notes, was 2⅞ per cent and the rate in next week and some; the Board would have the greatest difficulty in raising money because now at the 7⅛ rate on 15 day notes and 3½ per cent. I believe that interest is 3½ per cent.

Dr. Livsey and others said they absolutely agree in this; that merely rate had declined to the working interests of slightly more than Reserve Bank rates, rate hesitation.

F ifter. I suggested that we place see than statement in our records and that if any one wished to move to interest rates, he cannot do so. I estimated that I should feel obliged to sustain the money market rate at least, the next week as it was cut off this way.

Dr. Negy of N.Y. I'm just called. He said we thought it was wise because to take of an absolutely free gold market.

Walking home the President said he had found that the President had become developed with the Secretary because he entered so much of that his measure was formed; and the bank was formed of Secretary's new natural ideas on the back.

Jan 12.

Dr. Connor called. Said he saw suddenly after he had resigned announced the urgent my money. Now the first thing had found the matter was well settled for him; that he has the needs today about financial needs was one customary that he had plenty of money; that he merely thought this a good time to get out in view of the President's anxious. I gathered that he
thought that Mr. Aden's selection of Glass was in order to get Imperial votes on turning for President. Mr. E. thought Mr. would succeed in a strong candidate for the purpose, but wished to this right, as he felt that without a very brilliant men, he would not be a safe man for President.

Mr. E also said it was tested that Redfield would resign. That the lead would help smaller men in alarmity. Still both wanted to see and as his successor.

Mr. Harrison held Berlin the other day that he George Meyer was given a passport to go to France in giving his word that she would go to Paris which Mr. Kimmel to do immediately on his arrival in France!

Mr. Harrison announced that F. W. Loomis of Morgan Bank is to go to Sweden to advise in buying securities in France. These laws been all over the world along with Mache in our advice, considering that he represents the most end. What with friends (Redlins), Bitens (Ansel) and now Loomis, I give our advice.

Jan. 20 Monday

Judge Scudder called. Said that U.S. Attorney Smith for W. Buchanan had gone abroad to Paris to act as Correspondent of the U.S. Embassy; also that he knew that Roosevelt had picked out four men to be sent abroad nonmally as newspaper correspondents but really to understand the influence of the President in Paris. P. felt certain that Buchanan was there for the same purpose.

I firmly believe that the Evening News and Standard publishers are trying to defeat a League of Nations & that work. Buchanan, both of us are doing their duty for.

At the meeting there shown me a copy of a cable from Sen. Austin's secretary to Mr. S. as follows:

To Nathan Musker, Washington

An urgent letter from the Secretary of State, namely:

[Sign] A. Biddle

[Sign] W. Biddle

The clerk in Sen. Austin's Secretary's room brought Biddle and Biddle's Austin is strong along with Musker.
Jan 21. Thursday

Sec. Elan clothed in at my room. said Sec Harding wanted to be relieved of the work of the War Dept. & had resigned in wild rasper; that he would make himself the managing director in Hardings place and he offered me a trenton as member. I told him I felt much work would have to be did in the matter at once. He went to Washington & found, Slack clinics & that I planned to could not help in my work much, but that I would consider it and let him know.

You said matter of abstract to vacating a M. & I still considered that he would like to have John Farewell of Chicago added, but planned he would not take it.

I fear the President does not favor Banks under Sec J. did not say so.

He said he did not at all favor Indiana leaving the Board and going abroad at this time; that he wished Sec. & old
Mr. and Mrs. Ewing met us in town. Mrs. Ewing wanted us to drive down to the President's farm, but he escaped on not. He sent his wife to meet us, and we went to the farm to see him. He was very happy and we all enjoyed the visit.

He mentioned that he had just finished writing a letter to Mr. Ewing, in which he expressed his appreciation for the visit. He said he had no idea how much had been accomplished since their last visit. He mentioned that he had received a copy of the report of the committee on agriculture and had found it very interesting.

He also mentioned that he had received a letter from a friend in the South, who had expressed his concern about the situation in the country. He assured me that he was doing all he could to help.

He told me that he was planning to travel to the South in the near future to meet with some of the leading figures in the area. He said that he was looking forward to seeing what progress had been made since his last visit.

He mentioned that he was very glad to have had the opportunity to meet with us and that he hoped we would all continue to support the work of the committee.

He reminded me of the importance of the work we had undertaken and that it was essential to continue to work hard at this important task.
Jun 30

On N. said Elam told him that Comer, William, your town was troubled than all the rest of the Masonry; that he was told that he had established a large slate bank that if it did not correct itself with a right bank, within a certain limit he should conclude all the N. authorities from W. Elam was very indignant and said he should insist that Illions reached you at the N. Atlantic of which the Comer had.

2. London was ordered to conclude the Wilkins and also the Birmingham.

Jun 3. morning

Confined with J. A. and some D. Y. bankers over proposed Belgian credit of 50 million to run to Belgian banks. The situation from 02 agreement based...
The rate at 1% higher than the Montagu rate on Boston securities, i.e. 4 1/2%.

Mr. Pye explained that they fixed this rate in relation to the Woolse because the Board in their April 26, 1898 Bulletin said that interest should be dock so that rates should not be fixed for long terms through revolving credits.

I thought the rate on Boston securities was a steadier rate but he pointed out that the only steadiness was in rate for other market securities of Boston. Boston.

I asked why I thought there was not always that the declining banks would have an all blind accession to Montreal due to the action from the lower 5% rates, but he said no.

I then said that of course it was understood that even if the Board believed the eligibility of their assets it would not in any way withdraw us, then discussion of the Montagu to date these as not and in many cases they would. He said then was clearly understood, we then tried to induce him to put rate at 1% above Montagu instead of 1%. They said if we were ever taken in N.Y., this might happen to be done and that N.Y. would only have 19 1/2 million because of the limited assets, hence and that the banks of the country generally would want 1% increase.

Finally we heard the short of the Shan, he suggested and as the Bulletin that it was vital to bust them through at all.

We voted that C.S.C. and should ask the banks that we would make that treat with some relief in August at Montagu, but that these were sold in some to send the demand as to whom, or not they would take them and to what amount.

The total cost to the Belgium bank was about 1%; we thought this rather high but felt it could not be use without keeping the rate.

Some bank revealed not same twice ago that he suggested was attributed to.
I sent him to see some town across the river. He sent his son to see it.

He said that he would like to see the town of Batavia, but that he preferred his own town. He said that he would like to see the town.

He said that he was interested in the town.

I asked him if he would like to see the town.

He said that he would like to see the town.

I asked him if he would like to see the town.

He said that he would like to see the town.

I asked him if he would like to see the town.

He said that he would like to see the town.
recommend it.

Feb. 17. Monday

Ew. H. said that some time ago Compt. Williams asked if he would care to put
him or any person from the Treasury into a position co. managing R. H. forbids
it would require 3 millions of dollars and that there were a certainty of
very tough questions. Ew H. said he did not want to go into it. Said he was
advised that Williams suggested as an
an officer of the R. H. Administration,
which would not neglect anything.

An article of the trade came (coupled) had
not. W. Bradley written or the Black Hlb.
Art. Callings called last week and
said the Red Trade bill could Secur
the main of the things secured by us
and be ready to begin at once if
we desired it, pending action in con
gress by congress. Palmer advised us
to accept this offer as a move by
the Red trade under its power to
prevent unfair competition would save the
grand movements & benefit the country
Feb. 18. Tuesday

Sec. Glenn dined w. me. I told him
of my int. trade bill only to be treated
afterwards & said so aloud.

Feb. 19. Palmer gave me a draft of letter
for Glenn to send to trade bill carrying
their resolution. I suggested a new
changes, where that Glenn refer to him,
but as you requiring the large classes
as well as the small Guaranteed to
assure some reliability of
published statements.

I told Palmer that would undoubtedly
be many protests & we must be
sure Sec. H. & left pointed used
mattered achieved one action.
I called up left pointed & he read
the undiagnosed objected. I
made an attempt for him to talk
w. Palmer & P. went around to be
observed.
4th 2.4. Monday

Mr. Jennet at Board meeting said he did not
consider in the League of Nations, at least he said
it was unconstitutional, & later he said anyway...it should not be sent them

Mr. Jones was out of it. He said he considered it unsound, and sensible. I said if we did not yet a
League of Nations we would see once a
League of International Unionism which would dominate the world.


We then asked me in confidence what I
thought of Lewis, Sheeler or Nettel. I
said he was an able man and one of
character & personally very agreeable to
me & I favored the assessment because it
was decided not to assess a refund.

Nov 1st. Thurs.

We sent the head of the list to Mr. Nettles who had the declined. 1926. Thurs.

Franklin of Chicago, who was, I ran over the
head. We sent President and Mr. Nettles their list.

We also said S. was very

From the...he had

in doubt who...recommend...he was
suitable for it. I agreed that Mr. Williams

We 4. Tuesday

Williams told me he had written note
to his friend of H. R. Brown & Co., corner
Branch, asking them for his assistance to Nettles
Mr. Nettles read this in Pandell to

We 4. Monday

Pandell another Branch to keep and tell President that same.
of duty, adding to the burdens of my work, I was
and with my P.M. that Miller was to be
and he meant possibly go in to Savannah.
and instruct the M.A. Agency office and
asked whether it would not be an
that I had in a memorandum for
if Miller was to be in Washington.
be it called 

Miller is so stingy, I believe the word cheap
to fill in a memorandum from the Government.
I am slowly but steadily reaching the
conclusion that Miller does not ask
in 1892. I should see him several
that when underfortunates
wanted to get rid of him but I had
never asked him again.

Miller announced that he was going to
Camden, So. Ca. for a few days; he did not ask us if we would be convinced
for me to have him so soon, and he gave my name to young. Later I discovered that
the Lambes were also young, which explains
the matter. Miller seems to have no sense
of obligation or duty attached to his
sent to the Bank. Nothing but duty required
of us to forward our letters to

Branches in Australia, W. Africa, Canada, Bermuda, Jamaica, etc. They were all in
progress, but this helped in the Bank
necessarily dominates him. He said
this Bank had an amount nearly equal
to that estimated (15 million) first in the
Russia. We wanted to have the Bank not at all, that these
stocks were trebled and valued at twice cost.
Mr. W. H. Jones told me he was thinking of
abandoning his branching in the West and
asked my opinion. I rather favored it. I said I was told that he was a great
statesman. Mr. Harvey told me he was
intended to resign from the board (I
believe because he was not too well). I felt
that he was such a good man and
also a Republican, that we could not lib
him. Jones said he had offered the
position to 1000, Harney, Parler, Moody,
and I often Republican until he had declined.
He said he offered it to Sterling who also
declined. (Sterling has just been appointed
under Mr. Ashurst at the head of the
salary of 2500 per year). He said he
also offered it to several Democrats who
at that time declined and now were倾向
reconsidering.

Jones said he really felt business would be
asked to resign and he was going to
work in the East, but he was very
indignant at this going of men for better
positions. Jones was one of the
Democrats that Jones had
asked to resign, and he had
asked me to resign, but I
would not. I had cabled to
him, and he had cabled to
me, but we never reached
the point.
Mr. II. I called upon Senator and suggested
for a check on Senator's view of the effect of Section
Clause. He said he thought it would be an
advisable step to the Nation's, and that he
would pass to the Nation's, which
I do not like.

Later the Senator told me of the views on the
Clause. He entertained the view that it was not
necessary to quote along the line; he said when he talked to the
Senator he said that it was inadvisable, I knew too,
Senator who was a Senator! He also said the
Senator was still decided to give
Senator for the Nation, but he finally
conceded him, he would not do it, and
that Senator called for reconsideration of the
other Nation, including Senator.

Mar 20, Thursday. Senator told me. Senator did not seem on his
accord on those issues, including those.

Mar 21, Friday:

Senator and Senator were very close on the
Senator. Senator did not go back very far; did
not until until 3.50 P.M.

Mar 22, Saturday:

Senator continued the conference.
Senator did not appear to be in a good position
At Washington in the English, as in the American.

Mar 27, 1923.

Mr. Steedman asked the Senator to discuss with me, Sen.
Phillips Kellogg and Mr. Steedman also. Sen. Steedman
said the House statements that Kellogg refused
to consider any amendments to the League of Nation
Plan were absolutely false; that he, said of
the White House dinners, at which he was
present, that while he did not claim the
suggested amendments were necessary, he did not
object at all to their consideration by the
Conference. Their amendments, the Senator declared, the right to withdraw, in the case
of Sen. H. said that when we amend the
Senator, he would be offered a similar
name of other Nations and that
the draft in its present form represented
a compromise acceptable to the Nation,
but that he would be glad to secure the
passage of the amendments, unnecessary as he
thought them to be; that he, the Senator
to withdraw. Senator said he was the
only member who assumed that there
would be no withdrawal, that the other
Nations are named such a right and
thought the present draft gave it to them. Sen. H. said he thought the Draft
would arrange to have their amendments through
some other Nation. Sen. Kellogg
said he thought the present draft clearly did not amount any Nation withdrawing.

Reid, Senator, thought so. Knox made a very poor argument against the treaty.

Sen. H. said I was right in my belief that the treaty of Nantes had not delayed the treaty and that the delay was caused by product to agree upon the boundary lines, indemnity, etc.